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dfork D;k gS\
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lH;rk ds vkoj.k vkSj dfork
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dfork vkSj l`f"V&izlkj
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ekfeZd rF;
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dkO; vkSj O;ogkj
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euq";rk dh mPp Hkwfe
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Hkkouk ;k dYiuk
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euksjatu
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lkSan;Z
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peRdkjokn
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irkdk

iapoVh
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dfork dh Hkk"kk
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*

*The lamp thy riot dooms to bleed today,
Had he the reason, would he skip and play?
pleased to the last he crops the flow'ry, food,
And licks the hand Just raised to shed his blood,
The blindness to the future kindly given.
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vyadkj
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dfork ij vR;kpkj
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dfork dh vko';drk
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dkO;kuqoknd dh dyk
¼oftZy] ywØhf'k;l] fFk;ksfØVl vkSj gksjsl½
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When Lausus died, I was already slain

Nor ask I life, nor fought with that design
As I had used my fortune, use thou thine.
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Much less can that have any place,
At which a virgin hides her face,
Such dross the fire must purge away, tis just
The author blush, there where the reader must.
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&&tkWu MªkbMu

^flYoh% vkWj n lsdaM ikVZ vkWQ iks,fVdy felysuh*
flYoh% vFkok dkO; fofo/krk dk f}rh; Hkkx dh Hkwfedk ls
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Udayan Vajpeyi

Towards a Poetics of Non-original

Certain temptations are to be resisted at the outset.
Writing on translations are expected to be didactic. They fall into the

trap of invariably providing a working model of translation so that in time
it may be put into use. Paradoxically such working models are not expected
from the writings about, for example, poetry or fiction. It is not difficult to
infer then that the translation is normally considered something redically
different from what is usually called 'original'.

We shall return to the nature of this difference later. This preamble is
meant to express the inability of this essay to propose any such model.

The writer of a traditional Indian text keeps asserting that his or her
writing is but a bhashya, a version of what the previous texts have already
said. Ramcharitmanas of Goswami Tulsidas begins with a similar assertion
explicitly, but in many other texts we find this bhava or sense asserted rather
obliquely. They are writing the 'already written' for the sake of those who
cannot comprehend, for some reason, the previous texts. Whatever later
texts are attempting was already present in the previous texts, a kind of
intertexuality, as a tree is present in the seed. The tree is always present
in the seed and yet the tree is not the seed. But the tree also contains
the seed. What is the original -- the seed or the tree?

It can be argued that if modern literature does not behave as above,
it is because of its fundamental difference from such traditional texts. The
difference between them is usually stated in the invention of the themes;
modern literature invents new themes and, therefore, it has a right to call
itself original. But in fact this is not the case. The difference lies elsewhere.
And when the traditional Indian texts call themselves only versions, they
are just trying to avoid their being taken as original.

The question is not of analysing this assertion by rational means which
will be to follow another kind of convention, a kind of ritual of another logic.
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What matters is that these texts do not take themselves to be original, and
behave as versions of something else. The way a text relates itself to the
other texts is a significant figure of that text itself. The relationship forms
a part of the text. It is entirely internal to it, affecting its very ethos, and
constituting its dynamics.

Ironically the whole project of Western poetics which iconizes the figure
of the Author (ity), now proclaims the death of the author (Roland Barthes),
or whispers, ‘What does it matter who is speaking’ (Samuel Beckett and
Michel Foucault). Are these murmurings suggestive of the burden (of the
label of original) on literary texts, embedded in the figure of the Author as
originator? Are these not the attempts to get rid of the icon (of the Author)
as well as the burden of originality?

How do we situate the question of translation in the texts mentioned
above?

The lack of the concept of translation in Indian poetics, otherwise highly
sophisticated, is not accidental.

Was it because there were no translations and thus no empirical ground
to create such a theory?

Many of the ancient Sanskrit texts were translated into other languages,
and, even Greek texts were translated into Sanskrit.

What may be the reason, then, for this lapse?
The answer may lie in the radically different concepts of poetry and

language in Indian thought.
Whether arbritrary, as Saussure believes, or divine, as the Bible

suggests; language is essentially a phenomenon of exteriority in the Western
poetics. Interiority is absent from there. Language is considered to be a
phenomenon without interiority. When Walter Benjamin talks of Pure Language,
reine Sprache, it sounds not only mysterious but totally unreal to a theorist
like Paul de Man.

Is not the anxiety of Mallarme related to this very absence?
"...The imperfection of language consists in their plurality,
the supreme one is lacking; thinking is writing without
accessories or even whispering, the immortal word still
remains silent; the diversity of idioms on earth prevents
everybody from uttering the words, which otherwise, at one
stroke, would materialize the truth."

Why did plurality of language create a problem for Mallarme?
He thought that the silence of 'immortal words' in the realm of language

is because of the presence of a multiplicity of languages. Ultimately he
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suggests, albeit in undertone, the abolition of plurality because it hampers
the materialisation of, what he meant to be, the embodiment of truth. Something
very close to that dreadful dream of Stalin of a master language, his almost
successful crusade to displace plural linguistic cultures in the Soviet Union.
We are not trying to incriminate Mallarme but just trying to suggest that
even a seemingly neutral linguistic belief may result in unpredictable politics.

Bhartrihari's Vakyapadiya takes on the Vedic insight of the three levels
of Vak or language : Pashyanti, Madhyama, and Vaikhari. Pashyanti and
Madhyama are interiors and Vaikhari is what is uttered and written. There
in no sequence in Pashyanti Vak, word and world are undifferenciated: it
is simultaneous; Bhartrihari calls it Brahman, the one without beginning and
end, the one whose 'Vivart' or unreal reflection is not only Vaikhari but also
the whole Padarth Vishwa, the world. Madhyama is the level of language
where 'Shabda' (word) and 'Artha' (meaning) are differentiated but are unutterd
as yet. The palpable surface of this language complex is Vaikhari where
language experiences itself as sequence. Every uttered and utterable word
is Vaikhari. The significance of this approach lies in the fact that simultaneity
and sequentialness are part of the same language-complex.

We may be excused for digressing a little. The world (Padarth) seen
as Vivart, an unreal reflection of language (Pad) establishes a continuum
between language and the material world; undoing the abyss which separates
these two in so-called modern poetics, and is the main cause of anxiety
of modern writers. The situation into which the utterable Vaikhari finds itself
is paradoxically unsayable; so far as it is Vivart (unreal reflection) of Pashyanti,
it is illusive but is also the only possible way to experience Pashyanti, the
one without beginning and end. In other words it is only through Vaikhari
Vad that Brahman experiences itself, becomes aware of itself.

When understood in this sense we can say that the language in which
literature is written is not the original language; it is merely an exteriorisation
of an internal dialogue. It is always on a non-original level that literature is
written. The text is never original. What is original is unutterabe. The original
creates the whole drama of utterances so that it becomes aware of itself,
so that it can perceive itself. The uttered language Vaikhari is already a
translation or still better, an enactment of the original. Literature, in spite
of its being aware of different layers of language, can be written only in Vaikhari
and the moment it comes into being, it become non-original, a translation
or still better, an Anuvad of the Original. It is experienced through literature,
yet literature is not that.

Indian Poetics situates literature in a space that translation as a category
becomes unnecessary. Whatever is there known by the name of literature
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is a translation of the Original.
The word translation itself implies ‘transferring’.
Transferring of What?
Meaning is the product of word, and because words are not transferred

during translation, it is almost impossible to claim the transferrence of
meaning. If we still insist on the transferrance of meaning in the process
of translation, we would be believing in the existence of meaning (artha)
independent of word (shabda). It is neither meaning nor the syntax, it is
neither sound nor sense that is transferred in the process of translation.
We think it is the pleasure derived from the work that gets transferred. At
the same moment we are faced with a very direct question: where was this
pleasure in poetry if it does not inhere in words, nor in meaning?

Abhinav Gupta writing after Bharata, calls poetry to be 'anukirtan'. The
root word is kirtan, prayer. Abhinava Gupta has no gloss on this word, he
just mentions that poetry is anukirtan and the existence of trailokya, the
existence of tripeptide world itself is a kirtan, a prayer. I propose that anukirtan
can be interpreted as a place from where the kirtan, prayer, is heard. Poetry
is a platform or a balcony from where the 'prayer of existence', 'Prayer of
Being', is experienced.

Pleasure resides neither in words nor in meaning, it has a space of
its own; we compose platforms to make it experienceable. Like a window,
poetry only frames the seen, but does not create it, brings the uncreatable
into the zone of perception. The original is not created, it is made perceptible
in the act of writing. The hierarchy of the so-called Original and the so-called
translation is abolished. Both are anukirtan, both are equally poised so far
as they make the kirtan, the prayer experienceable. They are not 'fragments
of a vessel' (pure language) in order to be articulated together to form a
whole', as Walter Benjamin thought. Instead they are vessels themselves
where the fluid of the unstructurable is framed. All poetry -- whether translation
or original -- is non-original in two ways: firstly, that it is written in Vaikhari
Vak which in turn is exteriorisation of the original, the Pashyanti Vak, and
secondly, it is not poetry itself which is experienced but it is a unique place,
a window from where the original, what the poet Guru Nanak called the
unconstructable, is experienced.

Literature understood in the above sense throws the problem of translation
into an entirely new context. It acquires an entirely new physiology, a
physiology which enables it to be an equal citizen in the city of literature,
and the task of the translator becomes as creative as that of any other writer:
Creator of the window. Like a poet or a writer of fiction, he also engages
himself in the creation of that anukirtan, of that balcony from where the kirtan
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is heard. Translation thus gets rid of that essential guilt of secondness which
weighs on it as a result of the poetics of Original. Literature starts resisting
the media's efforts to reduce it into a pack of informations or into a commodity
which can readily be changed into any language. Translation does not remain
then a new package of information transferred from another package as most
of the theories of translation make it out to be.

Displacement of Original from modern literature raises some significant
issues, like the question of responsibility. If literature is not original and is
an attempt to utter the already uttered -- although we have already seen
that this assertion is one of the modes of literature to dispel the label of
Original -- then who is held responsible for the new utterance and its
implication? The debate on both sides of the Atlantic about the writings on
war by theorist Paul de Man, along with some of the writings of Martin Heiddeger
and Maurice Blanchot, considered fascistic is a case in point. Both the
attackers and the defenders consider such writings to be unquestionable
crimes. While the attackers are associating these writers with their writing,
the defenders are dissociating them from them. The attempt is to incriminate
them or to save them so that they can go on existing in peace. The poetics
Original essentially ends up creating prophets on one hand and criminals
on the other among poets and philosophers. The poetics of non-original de-
iconizes these prophetic figures and displaces the incrimination of individual
writers by questioning within a tradition. In a culture where poetics of non-
original is practised, tradition will try to question itself at a very fundamental
level. Instead of incriminating the individual writer or the implications of his/
her writings, the possibility of implication will be located in the tradition itself.
Incrimination will be displaced by relentless questioning within the tradition,
an instance of self-questioning.

As is usually thought, the category of translation is not self-evident:
it comes into being as a result of a certain point of view about literature
and language. There are other point of views which are still vital to the life
of literature and language. The moment we see literature from the point of
view of what we have called non-original, the concept of translation itself
gets translated into an entirely different phenomenon. It is redeemed from
being a slave to so called original and acquires a new body of equality and
difference.
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dkO;kuqokn % izfØ;kxr leL;k,¡
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dkO;kuqokn dk fo'ys"k.k
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Our sweetest songs are those
that tell of saddest thoughts.
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×       ×        ×        ×        ×

Blessed be that spot, where cheerful guests refire,
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To panse from toil, and trim their evening fire,
Blessed that abode, where want and pain repair,
And every stranger finds a ready chair,
Blessed be those feasts, with simple plenty crown'd,
Where all the ruddy family around,
Hang at the jests or pranks that never fail.
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ewy % Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side,

vuqokn %
ewy %Woods over woods in gay theatric pride,

vuqokn %
ewy %While oft some temple's mouldering tops between

vuqokn %
ewy %With venerable grandeur mark the scene.

vuqokn %

ewy % This is the forest primeval; but where are
         the hearts that beneath it.
Leaped like the roe, he hears
         in the woodland the voice of the huntsman?

   ×      ×        ×        ×        ×

vuqokn %
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ewy % I am Goya of the bare field, by the enemy's beak gouged
till the craters of my eyes gape
I am grief
I am the tongue of war, the embers of cities, on the snows of the
year 1941
I am hunger
I am the gullet of woman hanged whose body like a bell tolled
over a blank square,
I am Goya
O grapes of wrath! I have hurled westward the ashes of the
uninvited guest! and hammered stars into the unforgetting sky –
like nails
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I am Goya.

vuqokn&1 % 

vuqokn&2 % 

vuqokn&3 % 
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gouged

I am the tongue of war

tolled

Toll 

unforgetting
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{

}

ewy % And David's Lips are lock't, but in divine
         High piping Pehlevi, with "Wine! Wine! Wine!
         "Red Wine!" -- the Nightingale cries to the Rose
          That yellow Cheek of hers to incarnadine.
vuqokn %

ewy % To-morrow? -- Why, Tomorrow I may be Myself with Yesterday's

Sev'n Thousand Years

vuqokn %
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That every Hyacinth the Garden wears
Dropt in her Lap from some once lovely Head.

ewy % One Moment in Annihilation's Waste,
One Moment, of the Well of life to taste--
The Stars are setting and the Caravan
Starts for the Dawn of Nothing – Oh, make haste!
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"that just

divides the desert from the sown" 

ewy % And this delightful Herb whose tender Green
Fledges the River's Lip on which we lean-
Ah, lean upon it lightly! for who knows
From what once lovely lip it spring unseen

vuqokn %
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ewy iz;ksx                            vuqokn

1. Well of Life

2. Golden Grain

3. Youth's   sweet

     Scented  Manuscript

4. Magic  shadow

      show

5. Past    regrets   and

   Future   rears

dkO;kuqokn dh izfØ;k
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1- 'kCn laLdkj ,oa 'kCn p;u % 

ikuh
eksrh] ekul] pwuA

eksrh] ekul
pwu 

2- dF;&fuokZg % vuqHkwfr ,oa fopkj ds ifjizs{; esa % 
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ewy % Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough,
A Flask of wine, a Book of Verse — and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness--
And Wilderness is Paradise now.

vuqokn %

ewy % Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close

  Upon the growing Boy.
vuqokn %

ewy % With every morn their love grew tenderer.
With every eve deeper and tenderer still;
He might not in house, field or garden stir.
But her full shape would all his seeing fill.
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vuqokn %

3- lajpukRed oSf'k"V~; % 

4- vkxr 'kCnkas dk vuqokn % 

Golden Touch 

Broken heart Golden dream  Heavenly light 

 Dreamy smile Silvery 
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dkO;kuqokn ds izdkj

(parallel recreation)

dkO;kuqokn dh izeq[k leL;k,¡
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1- dkO;&f'kYi dh leL;k % 

2- y{k.kk vkSj O;atuk % 
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(Now
Heaven Walks on Earth)

3- fcac %   

Rosy cheeks  
Blue Sky  – Dark Eyes  Dark

Night  Saffron colour  

Sweet voice  = Bitter reaction  = Bitter remark
= Sour Temper  = 

Silken Touch  = Stone deaf  = 
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Stinking atmosphere  = 

4- mieku vkSj izrhd % 

Snow  Ice-cold  
cold wind  

Earthen lamp  

He is the
hope of the family
Symbol of glory

Vermilian mark  Pride  Doyen
Cross , Bible  

Alter  
5- vyadkj % 
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He is adept
in killing by kindness

6- Nan ,oa y; % 

In soothe I know not why I am so sad' 
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dkO; dk vuqokn % ,d vlk/; lk/kuk
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Prof. K. Satchidanandan

The Politics and Poetics of Translation

Poetry translation is
a transmigration.
As a fish dives through water
the translator moves through minds
on the bank of each work,
in the thick sand, he kneels,
studying the colour of each shell,
blowing each conch.

Poetry translation is
the embarrassing head-transposal
of the Vikramaditya Tales.
The translator supports
another poet’s head on his trunk.
Each line is a lane
worn out with war,
misery and boredom.
A bylane of music along which
parade immortal men,
gods and trees.
An abyss opens where a line ends.
The souls of the dead
quench their thirst
in that pool of silence.

O, those who come this way,
please take off your shoes
and leave your garments here.
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You must sneak through naked
like the wind in the valley.

One day I dreamt of myself
translating my poetry
in my own language.
All of us translate each poem
into our own private language
and then we quarrel over the meanings.
It seems to me that
the Babel will never be complete.

(Transposed Head)

I wrote this poem in Malayalam when translating poetry was to me
as exciting and as embarrassing a creative act as the writing of poetry itself.
It was and has been, to me an act of love and pleasure even in its Barthesian
sense and I have learnt more about translation from my own experience
than from theories of translation which I believe are mostly products of a
discourse on translation rather than of the active experience of the process
itself. My motives, however, have not always been the same and I have often
wondered whether the theoreticians of translation have ever taken into account
the compulsions behind the act inscribed in the very mode and idiom of
the translated text. For example, most anthology of Brecht’s poetry are in
prose, but some are in verse, for these were meant to be sung on the stage
either as part of a play or just as songs, as part of certain campaigns. I
chose our traditional folk song patterns — of course in new combinations
and with necessary adaptations — for the songs in The Caucasian Chalk
Circle. Again I used the slang of Kerala’s fishermen community to translate
the speech of the fisherwomen in The Trial of Lucullus.

Two principal motives have impelled me throughout as a translator,
especially of poetry: a social resistance and aesthetic innovation. My best
translations — those that have pleased me most — have been those where
both these translatorial intents have found simultanious fulfilment for example,-
those of Yehuda Amichai, Zbigniew Herbert, Bertolt Brecht, Attila Jozef, Chairil
Anwer, Nazim Hikmet, Rafel Alberti, Garcia Lorca, Alexander Blok,
Mayakovsky, Eutushenko, Pablo Neruda, Cesar Valley’s, Aime Cesaire, Leopol
Senghor, Langston Hughes, Margaret Walker, Gabor Garai, Sandor Petofi,
Nazrul Islam, Raghuvir Sahay or Srikant Verma besides all the poets in my
three anthologies of Latin American, Negro and Socialist poetry. Translating
Mao’s poems and Ho Chi-Minh’s ‘Prison Diary’ was to me chiefly a political
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assignment while translating Eugenio Montale, Salvatove Quasimodo and
Giuseppe Ungaretti was solely an aesthetic undertaking: both did not give
me a feeling of real fulfilment. Even among the committed poets, those who
suggest the social predicament through the articulation of an existential
situation-those who refuse to suppress the intrinsic subjective dimension
of the poetic act have fascinated me more than the writers of purely rhetorical,
openly political poems dealing in generalisations-perhaps because the former
has been my own principal mode of poetic creation. For example I love the
Neruda who wrote La Barcarole (The watersong) more than the one who
wrote United Fruit Co.

On several occasions I have worn other poets like a mask and made
them speak for me. I translated Brecht’s poem A Worker speaks to a Doctor
when a popular struggle was launched in Kerala against unethical medical
practices; I did Brecht’s Are people Infallible? when “people’s courts” were
being organized by the extreme left in several parts of my state. His poem
on the burning of books came in bandy during the period of National Emergency
and censorship. I also remember how the meeting organized for the release
of my translations of Pablo Nerudas Selected poems and Ho Chi-Minh’s
Prison Diary in Trivandrum during the same period turned out to be a resistance
meeting.

I began translating poems very early in life as I did writing poems. My
first translations, verses from Omar khyyam’s Rubaiyat as translated by
Fitzgerald, were done while I was a student of eight class and were published
in our High school magazine. During the undergraduate days I did chiefly
the English romantics, Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats. Most of my later
translation of European and Indian poets especially-were done for Kerala
Kavita a poetry quarterly (at present an annual) founded by a group of poets
and critics including me and edited by Dr. K. Ayappaya Panikker. The European
poets were translated from their English versions — using as many versions
as were available — and then cross-checked with the originals with the help
of someone who knew the original tongues and could follow their nuances.
Notes and commentaries like those provided by John Willett and Walter
Benjamin to Brecht’s poems have also been of help. My attempt has been
to capture an echo of the originals in my language retaining as far as possible
their structural peculiarities — a very difficult task indeed since my language
belongs to the Dravidian family, its only relationship with the Indo-European
languages being some of the grammatical peculiarities that Malayalam has
inherited from Sanskrit as also a large cotingent of Sanskrit words, the
remnants of whose relationship with old Germanic are still obtained in European
languages. I have mostly chosen for translation works that possess the quality
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of translatability by virtue of which as Benjamin says, the original is closely
connected with the translation in a natural and vital way. The life of the original,
in the case of such works, attains its ever-renewed, latest and most abundant
flowering in translation. All languages are interrelated in what they want to
express: translation expresses this central reciprocal relationship between
one language and another. However, there is one major distinction between
the original and the translation: “while a poet’s words endure in his own
language, even the greatest translation is destined to become part of the
growth of its own language and eventually to be absorbed by its renewal”.
(Walter Benjamin: ‘The Task of the Translator’, Illuminations) Translation in
“chargen with the special mission of watching over the maturing process
of the original language and the birth pangs of its own”. All translation is
an almost provisional way of coming to terms with the foreignness of language.
The relationship between content and language in the translation is different
from that in the original in that they form a unity in the original” like a fruit
and its skin, while the language of the translation envelops its content “like
a royal robe”. Again, the effort of the translator is never directed at the language
as such as that of the poet at its totality, but solely and immediately at
specific linguistic conxtual aspects. “Unlike the work of literature, translation
does not find itself in the centre of language forest but on the outside, facing
the wooded ridge, it calls into it without entering, aiming at that single spot
where the echo is able to give, in its own language, the reverberation of
the work in the alien one... The intention of the poet is spontaneous, primary,
graphic; that of the translator is derivative, ultimate, ideational. For the great
motif of integrating many tongues into one true language is at work”. (Ibid)
Again Benjamin is right when he says that translation instead of resembling
the meaning of the original,” must lovingly and in detail incorporate the original’s
mode of signification thus making both the original and the translation
recognizable as fragments of a greater language”. The sense has already
been assembled, the meaning already expressed, by the original so that
the translator can concentrate on the mode of this organisation rather than
trying to communicate something.

Rudolf Annwitz has rightly observed, “ The basic error of the translator
is that he preserves the state in which his own language happens to be
instead of allowing his language to be powerfully affected by the foreign tongue”.
The translator must expand and deepen his own language by means of the
foreign language.” I can confidently claim that this is exactly what I have
tried to do with my translations into Malayalam. Neruda and Mayakovsky
had been translated into Malayalam in the 1950’s by the progressive poet,
K.P.G. But his translation failed exactly in that. He entirely ignored the mode
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of poetic organisation peculiar to these poets. He translated them instead
into readily available poetic forms and gargons so that no reader of his
translations ever thought Neruda or Mayakovsky different from the mediocre
Malayalam poets writing in their day. He suppressed every sign of idiomatic
innovation he did not comprehend or approve of and simply ignored metaphors
and even, left out whole lines that appeared too complex or subtle for his
meagre grasp. Translation in his hands become not a transposal of heads
but a Procustean decapitation. K.P.G’s defenders may point out that
Malayalam poetry had not evolved enough to contain a Neruda or a
Mayakovsky: but this is far from true, for our poetry had already begun to
experiment with novel forms and styles and the French symbolists had
considerably influenced K.P.G’s contemporaries like Changampuzha Krishna
Pillai. What is more, G. Sankarakurup’s marvellous translations of Tagore
poems had already set a standard for all translators of poetry. G. was not
anxious to please orthodox senilities; he started from the structural mode
of the originals. As a result he invented new forms and contributed to the
growth of our poetic language and sensibility while K.P.G. ended up
consolidating conventional poetic habits. I cannot still forget the great
excitement I felt while going through G’s translations of Tagore’s Ekotharsathi
(101 poems) that formed part of my prize-package for an inter-collegiate
poetry competition. Even the inviting smell of the fresh paper and the feel
of its texture remain stuck to my senses along with the rustling of the grass
on the banks of Roopnarayan. I believe that the influence of my translations
of Pablo Neruda on our younger poets has been as sweeping and decisive
for good or bad — as that of G’s Tagore renderings on my own generation.
I enjoyed translating Neruda right from the involved and complex poems of
(Residence on Earth) to the tender and simple verses of the Elemental Odes.
Lorca alone among other poets has given me the same kind of thrill, especially
the Lorca of the ballads for whom I invented a modem folk idiom that adapted
purely Dravidian vocabulary with folk associations to the metaphoric novelty
of Lorcas’ Verse. Only his Elegy for the bull-fighter Ignazio Sanchez I translated
in charged prose that would just stop short of being melodramatic. Brecht’s
intellectual sharpness was a temptation while Valley’s highly experimental
Peruvian images and metaphors posed a challenge.

My earliest translations of poetry from another Indian language were
of Nazrul Islam. These I did straight from the original Bengali poems in
Devanagari script with the help of a Bengali interpreter with ample knowledge
of both the languages. I could retain not only most of the rhythms but even
many of the words in the original, especially nouns and adjectives derived
from Sanskrit and in current use in Malayalam. Thus ‘Bidrohi’ became ‘Vidrohi’,
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‘Bir’ become ‘Veera’, ‘Unnath’ become ‘Unnatham’ and ‘Sir’ become ‘Sirsham’.
The first line of ‘Kanthari Husiyar’ (Boatman, Beware), “Durgam giri Kanthar
maru dusthar parabar’ was translated as (duragama giri kantharam maru)
‘dusthara paravaram’ retaining every word in the original. This experience
I had more than two decades ago encouraged me to translate Jibanananda
Das, Sakti Chattopadhyay and Buddhadeb Dasupta in later years.

Translating from Hindi was less difficult since I had a better grasp of
the source language and also knew the peculiarities of most of the poets.
My anthology of modem Hindi poetry in Malayalam begins with Muktibodh
and Agyey, the pioneers of two different strains and then moves on to poets
like Raghuvir Sahay, Kedarnath Singh, Sreekant Verma, Kunvar Narayn and
Vinod kumar Shukla and ends with the younger poets still in their twenties
and thirties. I had translated a few pieces of Sreekant Verma’s ‘Magadh’
for this anthology but was so fascinated by the sequence that I later trans-
lated the whole sequence now available in book-form along with the anthol-
ogy. Verbs at the beginning of lines appear unnatural in Malayalam (except
in conventional metrical verse) and adjectives and adverbs are generally placed
before the nouns they qualify or the verbs they modify. This demands a
transformation of the original’s syntactic order in translation — this has been
one difficulty in translating modern Hindi poetry into Malayalam.

I have also had the reverse experience, of translating from Malayalam
into other languages. The task here is certainly tougher as the translator’s
proficiency in the source language is hardly matched by his skill in the target
language. For example, I have translated a good number of my own poems
into English — an attempt that has revealed to me the limits of translation.
It was during this attempt that I began to realize how deeply rooted my
poems are in my own soil — in my language, landscape, and cultural memo-
ries. Many of them simply resist translation into another language, espe-
cially into an alien one like English. So I have attempted only the more
‘translatable’ poems, those dominated by universal themes and transferable
images and metaphors. Other translators of my poems like Dr. E.V.
Ramakrishnan, have also not dared to try the rest. The result has been rather
embarrassing: those who know my poetry onIy through translations know
only one, perhaps the less significant, half of my poetry as my poems dearer
to my own people remain untranslated.

Translating my poems into other Indian languages has been more re-
warding. This is especialIy true of other Dravidian languages like Tamil and
Kannada that have almost exact equivalents for our patterns of sound as
well as our cultural signs and symbols. Sukumaran and other Tamil poets
have preferred free verse forms to metrical ones in their translations of my
poetry while H.S. Shivprakash has rendered many of my poems in metres
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and folk forms as in Kannada they are part of a living tradition. In Hindl again
it has been difficult to maintain the rhythms of Malayalam even though Rajendra
Dhodapkar and Girdhar Radhi have made one or two successful attempts.
Dhodapkar’s translations in my Raj Kamal anthology, mostly in free verse
were done directly from Malayalam, both of us having sat together, read
and discussed the originals. I have found this method extremely fruitful as
proved by Dhodapkar’s Hindi versions and Shivprakash’s Kannada versions
of my poems. Of course there have been several secondary translations
too of my poetry done from English versions (Buddhadeb Dasgupta’s into
Bengali, Suvash Satpathy’s into Oriya) or from Hindi versions (ShakuntaIa
Mehta’s into Gujarati) — almost inevitable, even if not very desirable, in our
multilingual situation.

‘Leaving their footprints on the sand,
people ask the following day,
Where did the proof of the journey vanish?
Do you know the answer they receive?
Go, my kin, where there is no sand-
Nobody’s sign sticks in the sand.’

(from ‘Magadh’ by Sreekant Verma,
my improvised translation)

Translations too are footprints left by a journey; they do not stick; yet
language does not end its journeys for it knows that whatever it picks up
in its journeys contributes to its golden coffers.
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dkO;kuqokn % vk/kkj ,oa izdkj
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d- Hkk"kkijd n`f"V % 

[k- fo"k;ijd n`f"V % 

x- lajpukijd n`f"V % 

?k- lkfgR;srj n`f"V % 
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1- ukn&lkSan;Z % 

vaxzsth vuqokn %
When he heard the sound of golden bangles on her hands and feet,

Rama thought within himself and then said to Lakshmana, imagine love
triumphant over the whole world, to be now sounding the kettle drum of
victory.

vaxzsth vuqokn %
They speak, disagree, rejoice, get annoyed, are reconciled, feel

pleased and then blush.  While seated in the crowded hall, they speak to
each other with their eyes.
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The river glideth at his own sweet will.
fganh vuqokn %

2- lajpukRed fof'k"Vrk % 

 Samson Agonistes 

Which shall I first bewail,
Thy bandage or lost sight,
Prison within prison,
Inseparably dark?

vuqokn % 
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I saw a drop 

3- 'kCn laLdkj % 

ewy % Thou Child of Joy
Shout round me,
let me hear thy shouts.

fganh vuqokn %

ewy % Know, O King!
This is that Blossom on our human tree
Which opens once in many myriad years —
But opened, fills the world with Wisdom’s scent
And Love's dropped honey; from the royal root,
A Heavenly Lotus springs:

fganh vuqokn %
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ewy %

vaxzsth vuqokn % I saw
A drop suddenly,
Fly from the scud of the sea.
Flare for a second,
Fire from the mellowing sun (Ajney)

'fly',

‘flare’ mellowing

'fly' 

‘flare’ 

'flare' mellowing 

4- dkO;kFkZ izrhdu % 
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My heart aches, and a drowsy numbness pains
My sense, as though of hemlock I had drunk,
Or emptied some dull opiate to the drains
One minute past, and Lethe-wards had sunk.
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an oath as a affirm as Bhishmas  

eyes like a deer , eye like a fish , gait like an elephant ,

mouth like a moon , looks like clouds  

lily eye  

Thy lap is as cold as

snow  

(i)  (Phonemic Translation)

(ii)  (Literal Translation)

(iii)  (Metrical Translation)

(iv)  (Poetry into Prose)

(v)  (Rhymed Translation)

(vi)  (Blank verse Translation)

(vii)  (Interpretative Translation)

(i) Lofufed vuqokn :  
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How high his Highness holds

his haughty head

laaLÑr %

fganh vuqokn %
 

(ii) 'kkfCnd vuqokn :

lightening  thunder  thunderbolt

(iii) Nkafnd vuqokn : 
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(iv) dfork dk x|kuqokn : 

(v) y;ijd vuqokn : 

Samson Egonistis 

(vi) eqDr Nanijd vuqokn : 

Dance there upon the shore;
What need have to care
For wind or water’s roar?
And tumble out your hair
That the salt drops have wet;
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fganh vuqokn %

(vii) iquO;kZ[;kRed vuqokn : 
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Apurva Narain

The translator’s introduction to
‘No Other World’

Publisher’s Note
Kunwar Narain is undoubtedly one of the greatest living poets, and
a preeminent literary figure of India. It was only highly appropriate
that in this edition of our journal on poetry translation, we should
have had something on the translation of his poetry. We present
here excerpts from the introduction, and a few poems, from ‘No
Other World’, a selection of Kunwar Narain’s poems translated
into English by his son Apurva, and published from India in 2008
and the UK in 2010. The need to bring out good translations of
Indian poetry of the highest world calibre, like Kunwar Narain’s
poetry, is now greater than ever – and integral to our own
endeavours. In this respect, Apurva echoes our sentiment when
he says, “Indian literature in general and Hindi poetry in particular
occupies a strange place in world literature. India’s twentieth
century literary identity, between when Tagore came to notice and
the more recent Indian writing in English, found voice of very high
quality in the regional Indian literatures of this time; in much the
way East European or Latin American literatures did… Yet, this
fact was somehow lost. It was a bizarre contrast to a near
complete absence of such Indian literatures across world
bookshelves. One found old Sanskrit texts, some medieval ones,
Tagore… and then the more market-savvy Indian writing in English,
but little in between. That Hindi was the fourth or fifth largest
language spoken in the world was glaring in this light. And poetry,
a market casualty across literatures, was no saviour. A critical
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reason, clearly, was the lack of good translations... In particular,
for a poet of Kunwar Narain’s significance, it was gaping that a
collection in English translation had not come, though individual
poems had, as had works in languages like Italian and Polish.”
Kunwar Narain is regarded as one of the finest poets today and
Hindi’s leading living litterateur. Writing for over six decades now,
in diverse genres, he is said to embody in his work a unique
simultaneity of the simple and the layered, the contemporary and
the metaphysical, but, above all, a rare purity and a deep humanism.
Translated nationally and internationally, his honours include the
Sâhitya Akademi Award; Kabîr Sammân; Shalâkâ Sammân;
Warsaw University’s honorary medal; Italy’s Premio Feronia for
distinguished international author; the Padma Bhushan; Sâhitya
Akademi’s highest honour of Senior Fellowship; and the Jnânpîth.

The translator’s introduction to ‘No Other World’...

The Poet
Frail hands, an acute gentleness and reticence of character, a slow

voice and unhurried mien, a detached relation to time, weakening eyes, ears
and knees in a sea of patience, inadequacy in practical matters to a
ridiculous point, a purity of purpose and an innate innocence, drawers full
of unpublished work, incapable of harming, reserved in society, childlike at
home, profound and bored, sensitive and tactless, saintly and playful,
Kunwar Narain is as much a poet in life as in his work. In an unguarded
moment with him or his poems, one is reminded of Kafka’s gigantic ears
making sense of sound-waves from an absurd world, or of Wallace Stevens
incessantly examining some object in his hands, prodded by some hidden
aesthetic somewhere. Life’s synchronicity with literature is indeed an idea
that the poet not only exemplifies but also finds fascinating. He is fond of
quoting Borges: “Life is, I am sure, made of poetry.”1 And in his poems,
the theme recurs often:

I do not wish to flee life,
I wish to connect to it
to jolt it
on its imaginary axle
at that very point where
it is most vulnerable to poetry…

or
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…if only by as much as a poem
I have to stay linked somehow
to all…2

....His oeuvre spans over the last half a century, some half a dozen literary
movements and varied literary genres – poetry, short story, epic, criticism,
essay, translation, as also musings and writings on cinema, music and the
arts. He is said to be “a true intellectual” and “one of the most well-read
poets… yet his encyclopaedic knowledge is never paraded.”3 Instead, it is
assimilated and used to inform “a sensitive, intensely emotional heart.”4 A
keen intellect and classical discipline mark him as much as a deep human
faith and eclectic ways. He publishes selectively, after long intervals. His
sensibility is modern and derives from diverse world literatures, yet the rubric
of his imagination remains a mindscape of Indian thought and history. He
came from a business family and studied science, but turned to English
literature and eventually to Hindi poetry. He publishes in Hindi but also plays
with English and Urdu, aphorisms, couplets and doodles. His poems
sometimes allude to a range of topics, sometimes stay poignantly topical.
Some come from intense revision over time, some stay spontaneous.
Influences have been varied on him, both eastern and western. In poems,
they range from the Upanishads and the Indian epics to Kabir and Amir
Khusro, Buddhism and Marxism to history and mythology, Cavafy and Kafka
to Ghalib and Gandhi. Linked to the Nayî Kavitâ (New Poetry) of the sixties
and seventies, he has inspired more than a generation of writers; yet his
presence in the literary world has been characteristically mellow, even
diffident, and generally wary of movements and orthodoxies. “Protest in
Kunwar Narain is often oblique and indirect… subdued but firm assertions”
observes Ashok Vajpayee.5 For, across the rumble of Indian poetry, in its
pageantry and its politics, he is the one to have stood out, not for pageantry
or politics, but for poetry itself.

The impact of his poetry derives, in a sense, from its unfettered
honesty. There is a certain ‘poised vulnerability’6 about it that is at once
detached and attached, its doors opening up for the reader and poet alike,
outwards and inwards. For him, words do not have just meanings but
memories too – touched, they give a poem an ulterior dimension where its
fuller life finds room to echo. “It is under total creative pressures and from
inner imperatives that the special language of a particular poem is generated,”
he says.7 Sometimes described as a difficult or experimental poet, he
however reflects, in many poems, a composite simplicity. The ‘experiment’
is not in the lurid exteriors of a poem but in its inner recesses, where an
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unbroken sense of inner and outer worlds is teased. He sees reality as a
continuum in time, the remembered real as real as the daily, and like this
composite reality, the search for a ‘total’ poem too is beautiful in all its
biological complexity. “I do not imitate nature, I am nature,” he says, “we
live in two worlds: one that each creates, one created by all together …my
world may not differ from ours…”8

On first reading him, one senses moral allusion being used to ‘test’
this wider human paradox. The sense is braced in each reading, even as
newer layers uncover, with answers that are tentative and questions rarely
assertive. The late poet Muktibodh’s words9 remain among the most insightful
of their kind; “Poet Kunwar Narain has evolved a craft of his own where the
simplicity of expression, sharpness of empathy, depth of colours and lines
of thought surface up distinctly. Thus, not only the self-side but also the
outer-side gets pictured. The main thing is that the lines of thought are not
lost in the depth of colours; the sentiments interweave with each other
clearly. So, the entire picture of sentiment, the entire picture of thought,
is revealed, where the subjective and objective both balance complementarily
…his technique is, in fact, egalitarian. It should not be construed from the
poet’s devices to express his anguished self and wisdom-sense that his
inner world is less knotted. In fact, it is to save himself from this complexity
of his mind that a naturally simple but meaningful craft has been evolved…
we are deeply interested in the poet’s inner world. To it are linked deep
interrelations of our own soul.”

Born on 19 September 1927, his childhood was spent in the twin cities
of Ayodhya and Faizabad. Early in life, he went through the trauma of several
tuberculosis deaths in the family in the short span of a few years, including
those of his mother and, then, his sister, still 19, both of whom he loved
dearly. He moved to Lucknow with his elder brother, living in a joint family
with his uncle and cousins. This had its healing effects. Besides, the forties
were crucial in another way. Gandhi was a big influence and his uncle’s
house a regular venue for many political leaders. An early factor in his literary
journey was his proximity to two prominent leaders, more like family then:
Narendra Dev, a Buddhist-socialist scholar, and Acharya Kripalani, a Gandhian,
who left lasting impressions on his young mind. A year with the former in
Bombay in 1947 and then with the latter in Delhi, helping with the journal
Vigil, helped shape his literary interests. He got a Masters in English
Literature from Lucknow University in 1951. Interactions with teachers,
writers and friends at the time were rich, as was the city’s academic milieu
and its literary life revolving around the Coffee House and weekly meetings
of the Lékhak Sangh (Writers’ Group). In 1955, averse to family-business
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from early, he went to Europe. He gives formative literary importance to his
first visit to Poland, Czechoslovakia, China and Russia and to meetings
there with poets like Nazim Hikmet, Anton S³onimskie and Pablo Neruda.

His first poetry collection Chakravyûh (Circular Siege) was published
soon after his return to India in 1956 and hailed as a landmark. Around the
same time, he began co-editing an avant-garde literary magazine Yug-
Chetnâ with philosopher-friend Devaraj, and partaking in the city’s then
bustling literary life with fellow writers, including the late poets Raghuvir
Sahay, Vijayadeva Narain Sahi and Dhoomil. His Lucknow house became
a centre for literary meets and classical music performances, long remaining
so. In 1959, he was one of the seven poets in an anthology, Tîsrâ Saptak
(Third Heptad), edited by Agyeya, and, in 1961, his second collection
Parivésh: Ham-Tum (Surroundings: Us-You) appeared. Âtmajayî (Self-
Conqueror, 1965), an epic poem based on the Upanishadic character
Nachikétâ, deals with fundamental philosophical concerns and is widely
recognised as a classic of Hindi literature. Written when the scars of family
deaths were fresh, its inward ruminations and existential monologues are
rooted more in the Sanskrit philosophical tradition than in the Western one;
yet its speculative nature is already reminiscent of a post-modern West.
If Nachikétâ epitomised the perennial struggle between life, as a creative
force, and death, the theme’s treatment itself was a major departure in the
way mythology was used to contextualise experience.

In the seventies, cinema, music, theatre and the arts took up more
time – he co-edited journals like Nayâ Pratîk and Chhâyânat and headed
a few cultural institutions – but writing continued to preoccupy him. His
output as a prose writer, if relatively small, is significant. The short stories
in Âkâron Ké Âs-Pâs (Near-About Shapes, 1971) remain a lasting example
of a poetic mind exploring the genre of fiction. In the poems of Apné Sâmné
(In Front of Us, 1979), contemporary socio-political ironies found larger place
and, a long hiatus later, his much-awarded collection, Koî Dûsrâ Nahîn (No
One the Other, 1993), saw a thematic widening of life-experience. Âj Aur
Âj Sé Pahlé (Today and Before Today, 1999), a book of literary criticism,
and Méré Sâkshâtkâr (My Interviews, 2000) followed. In addition, translations,
essays and writings on world cinema, Indian classical music and culture
were interspersed regularly. In 2002, In Dino (These Days), his latest poetry
collection so far, was published. In 2008, almost simultaneously with this
book, the epic poem Vâjashravâ Ké Bahâné (On Vajashrava’s Pretext) was
published. Physical and non-physical experiences are poetically integrated
in father-son perspectives. Recalling the contextual memory of Âtmajayî
published forty years ago, it is an independent work, with a chain of island-
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like poems that link up, yet retain their identities.
[Since the publication of No Other World in 2008, several other works

by Kunwar Narain have appeared, including poetry, Hâshiyé Kâ Gawâh
(2009); conversations, Tat Par Hûn Par Tatastha Nahîn (2010); jottings,
Dishâon Kâ Khulâ Âkâsh (2012); and literary essays, Shabd Aur Déshkâl
(2012).]
The Translations

All these translations have spanned over eight years. It was a labour
of love, in more than one way. Love for the poet as his son, love for the
poems as a translator, and love for the many worlds in between. I feel
privileged for such close access to all of these and, in this sense, it was
a very personal, stretched-out hop-on-and-off road. In fact, it is possible that
“I” may not have got to this task at all sans this relation… It is in this light
too that I have largely not followed any translation theory as such, but my
nose instead. There have been a few inspirations but, by and large, I have
kept to my instincts and hoped that some of this poetic journey may have
shaped those instincts too. Indeed, as the poet has said of his own evolution
as a poet, just grappling with rich poetic material in translating the poems
one likes is among the best ways of journeying creatively, of taking in vistas,
strumming along with poetic craft, and covering distances that no other
journey could. In the poet’s case, it was the French symbolists, especially
Stéphane Mallarmé, and later poets like Constantine Cavafy and Jorge-Luis
Borges. For me, it has been this poet.

Of the inspirations that I talk of, Walter Benjamin’s The Task of the
Translator10 was one sort of prototype. “A real translation is transparent; it
does not cover the original, does not block its light, but allows the pure
language, as though reinforced by its own medium, to shine upon the original
all the more fully. This may be achieved, above all, by a literal rendering
of the syntax which proves words rather than sentences to be the primary
element of the translator. For if the sentence is the wall before the language
of the original, literalness is the arcade…” The value of words, even their
primacy in a poem’s construct at times, is especially significant for Kunwar
Narain. In his poems, the choice and placing of words is often so precise
– so nuanced in the latent intimations and cultural inflections these words
carry – that content often evolves at the level of words, not just lines and
sentences... gradually, in hidden layers and patient readings. For a translator,
this may pitch intonations of meaning against syntax and structure in the
target language even more vehemently. Balance, or a judicious tilt, is then
called for and, often, a creative allegiance to words, rather than a rule of
sentence, was the arcade here too. Of course, like in any translation, I
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suppose a constant tension between “fidelity” and “freedom” existed. But
fidelity did not always entail awkwardness. Translating lexical and lyrical
patterns closely at times, unexpectedly, yielded a kind of formal grace that
then had to be contextualised in the receiving English. This meant playing
a poem’s verbal, visual and cultural rhythms. Again, no one rule stood for
all poems but, off and on, Fernando Pessoa was a pointer. In a piece,
Translating Poetry,11 he says: “A poem is an intellectual impression, or an
idea made emotion, communicated to others by means of a rhythm. This
rhythm is double in one, like the concave and convex aspects of the same
arc: it is made up of a verbal or musical rhythm and of a visual or image
rhythm, which concurs inwardly with it. The translation of a poem should
therefore conform absolutely (1) to the idea or emotion which constitutes
the poem, (2) to the verbal rhythm in which that idea or emotion is expressed;
it should conform relatively to the inner or visual rhythm, keeping to the
images themselves when it can, but keeping always to the type of image.”
Indeed, word-music was important in the context of Kunwar Narain, more
so for his earlier poems, and some of the ideas in Borges’ wonderful essay
on the subject, “Word-Music and Translation”,12 apply in great measure to
these translations.

The poems have not been sequenced (or translated) chronologically,
though it will be a simplification to say that they have been sequenced
thematically. They typically evoke a poeticism that does not lend itself to
any real categorisation. Sections, thus, are simply meant to break sequential
monotony and, to a limited extent, suggest some stylistic unity of mood.
In selecting poems, apart from factors governed by the poems themselves
and the translations as they surfaced, the idea was a representative first
selection in English. Earlier translations somehow seemed to be mostly
from just two collections, Apné Sâmné and Koî Dûsrâ Nahîn, very few from
others. Thus, starting with “Medium”, a prelude to the poet’s first collection
Chakravyûh, the translations are from five poetry collections, spanning five
decades, and a few from an early anthology, Tîsrâ Saptak. However, poems
that had appeared in several translations before, like “A strange problem”
or “Preparations for war”, or yet unpublished poems, or even portions of the
epic Âtmajayî’ – were all temptations resisted for now. The poems, expectedly,
vary not just in theme and form but also in their translatability. I found poems
in Chakravyûh most difficult to translate and those in Apné Sâmné relatively
the easiest. Poems in the latest two collections, Koî Dûsrâ Nahîn and In
Dino, demanded hard work but were also more amenable to hard work than
earlier poems, which often invited translation at first go or did not at all.
This was why Benjamin became so relevant: “Translation is a mode. To
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comprehend it as mode one must go back to the original, for that contains
the law governing the translation: its translatability…The task of the translator
consists in finding that intended effect (intention) upon the language into
which he is translating which produces in it the echo of the original.”13

The poems of Chakravyûh are intensely personal and metaphysical,
typical of the romance in a first collection, yet unusually mature, born as
much from the experience of love as from that of death. Some simultaneously
evoke a veiled eroticism and a shrouded meditative quality. The title poem,
based on a Mahâbhârata episode where young warrior Abhimanyû penetrates
an enemy surround aware of the impossibility of exiting it – his predicament
as chosen as chanced upon in the womb’s existential closure – sets one
sort of tenor. In other poems, as late fellow-writer Nirmal Verma said,
“Kunwar Narain is a lonely poet, and many poems of Chakravyûh are deeply
imbued with the spirit of quest for a faith in a world of disintegrating values.”
Yet others are more experimental in flavour, in contrast to the preceding
romantic Chhâyâvâd period of Hindi poetry. Many poems retain a metrical
tightness of form that has not quite broken from Hindi poetic traditions in
the first half of the twentieth century, but introduce a major transition and
freshness of treatment symptomatic of New Poetry in the second half. This
may explain their enthusiastic reception in the fifties. Poems are rich in
symbolist imagery and eclectic in rhythm and rhyme. Many, more so in
the collection’s latter half, do not lend themselves easily to translation. It
becomes difficult to harmonise their multi-legged thin-skinned content with
bespoke constructs without sounding awkward in the new tongue, whatever
end of the translation spectrum one teases – from faithful fidelity to a
tangential touch-and-go. The poems remain a challenge.

Several poems from other collections too remain challenging, but for
somewhat different reasons. The next two publications Parivésh Ham-Tum
and Tîsrâ Saptak are of comparable vein, with undertones of symbolist and
surrealist influence. Poems gradually metamorphose into shorter, starker,
compositions increasingly reminiscent of ‘still life’ paintings, while also
beginning to introduce elements that so mark the later collections – elements
that I collect in the neologism humanesque. The nature-human tension plays
a key role in the poems, a bridge between the physical and the metaphysical.
Images and metaphors are freely superimposed to prepare an intended
canvas for each poem, against which its content plays out in slow,
subterranean colours. In “a long journey in the night by car”,14 thus, multiple
imageries create a hypnotic suspense – superimposed nature (storm, reeds,
trees, light, wind, mountain) and military (squad, file, tunnel, combing,
flanking) images – with nature so made to arrange itself that the metaphysical
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journey by car is made in tense nocturnal lines. These poems too, somewhat
like their predecessors, either lend themselves to translation or not – there
is little middle ground here.

Apné Sâmné marks a departure in that poems become increasingly
concerned with the human, with experience, and with history, in more overt
socio-political tones. Constructs become linguistically simpler, free verse
is embraced more freely, and more poems call to be translated. Yet, this
simplicity is deceptive. As late fellow-poet Raghuvir Sahay said,15 “The poet
of Apné Sâmné… is not so secure as to be in agreement with the whole
world; nor so devoid of self-confidence as to start screaming in fear.” What
has perhaps happened in these poems is that, like in life, the simple and
the complex have come together more seamlessly. One can scratch whatever
layer of meaning one allows. The overt complexity of earlier poems is
abandoned for an apparent simplicity. Their human overtones carry undertones
of the humanesque, veiled in people and nature, memory and metaphor, the
world and the abstract, the other and the self.

It is this life-like layered quality of poetry that is enlarged and perfected
in Koî Dûsrâ Nahîn and In Dino. The poems come looser on the surface,
allowing (even demanding) the reader to probe deeper the subjectivities
within. The sectional order of early books is abandoned. The humanesque
plays out in the full here, through natural and urban terrains, history and
myth, markets and crowds, rivers and seas, roads and walls, flowers and
forests, days and nights… Metaphors remain simple, lending to the poems
freer, more accessible, exteriors that echo a sense of the moral at first
reading, but beneath this surface lie labyrinths of time and memory and
circumstance that every reader must navigate with her own set of horoscopes
and maps. Language constructs change subtly but continuously across
poems; for instance, ‘history’ genre poems often differ stylistically from
‘nature’ poems. These variations introduced simultaneous challenges for the
translations, and a never-ending need to improve them. Indeed, perhaps,
there was recurrent comfort in the thought that a translation has to be left
as it is at some stage for it to appear at all – much as a poem or life has
to be – incomplete and unfinished, and in hope:

The remaining poem
 is not written with words,
Drawing the full existence like a full stop
it is left anywhere…16

I use the neologism humanesque (as a section title) in this poet’s context
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to describe a provisional philosophy that emerges from his poetry, one that
is, in its varied senses, all about being human. “...Poet Kunwar Narain wants
to become only a human being. This is his disquiet, his dilemma,” wrote
Muktibodh. Reading the humanesque in its simplest form is to admit the
human in all its manifestations, the life-like, with its consistencies and
contradictions, strengths and weaknesses, certainties and uncertainties…
enlarging and diffusing it the way the picturesque does a picture, or the
grotesque a grotto. In so doing, one must perhaps strive for the core we
aspire to in being humane. But this is not a credo. For the poet, while it
may share some likeness to the humanist tradition that informed the
renaissance, it is neither definitive nor takes mastery on nature as an ideal
for noble activity. Rather, it looks to nature itself as an ideal of sorts. Nature’s
give and take, in its idealised form, is the give and take it aspires to. Trees,
flowers, rivers, rays, butterflies, elephants, all figure in many of the poems,
not so much in romanticised as in humanised terms.

In a preface, the poet also alludes to a scientific view on poetry; to
the relevance of thought, not just sentiment – the relevance of a liberal
sensitive intellect that precludes prejudice and intolerance – and some of
his poems have indeed been noted for their intellectually elegant, clinically
controlled, classical tendencies. But it is not just a modernist notion of
science he alludes to. Instead, it is an informed, human notion of it that
recognises its own fallibility. In being dispassionate, passion is not
compromised. In questioning blind faith, faith is only reaffirmed. An enlarged
sense of justice is sought in the intellect’s poetic use whereby, like science,
life too progresses not towards an absolute truth but towards successive
revisions, moving ambiguously, irrationally, like art, wallowing in the fun and
mud of which it is made. Walls are opened up, flip-sides prodded and
opposites allowed to reinforce, rather than refute, a new synthesis. Thus,
he conceives an interdependence of sorts in “when one can’t remain human”:

Perhaps in that same difficult time
when I, like a scared animal,
scurried to safety and left him alone,
he, like a snared animal,
turned bloody.17

For the poet, contradiction and confusion are not bad words, only honest
admissions of a world where positives mirror negatives, actions entail
reactions and lines become circles; in such a world, the language of fiction
and paradox is not very different from the language of fact and analysis…
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But for such a world to work, even if falsely, generalising is inevitable. Herein
is the ‘literary’ value of living out this dilemma. “Whoever comes out after
reading Kunwar Narain’s poetry comes out restless… this poetry is an
invitation to a deep connect with inner dilemmas” says Girdhar Rathi.18

Central to the concern is an aesthetic sensitivity, a moral anguish, which
literature means to nurture and sustain. Even as his writing traverses,
sporadically and eclectically, the labyrinthine terrain of memory and myth,
past and present, hopelessness and hope, one marvels at the deceptively
simple, yet painstakingly threaded, moral weave that even the most unfinished
of human tapestries constantly find in his work.

The mirrored other as a sympathetic reflection of the self, together
striving to synthesise into a larger human canvas is, in fact, a true point
of gravity in his work. Dichotomies are not problematic but stimulating for
the poet, calling not for dualities but, ultimately, emergent non-dualities. “In
his poetry, life and literature, literature and aesthetics, become
interchangeable… and as his vivid imagination ruminates… ancient dark
crypts seem lit up by a match”, observes Keki Daruwalla. Whether it be
returning more complete or returning home to find one’s own self returned,
whether the shadowy texture of a poem like “Midnight” or, indeed, a collection
title itself (Koî Dûsrâ Nahîn, No One the Other), the reflection is, appropriately
in technique, at once cerebral and intuitive, detached and anguished, in
trying to embrace a wiser, wider, dialectically woven world. The simple
exteriors of our worlds may be child-like, time-like, earth-like, but made up
within of all manner of distractions, discoveries, differences... “and we are
those mortals, who need a world each instant.”19 Fully recognising this
vulnerable, often dissonant, plurality, while living out its worldly trap in simple
graceful colours, innocent and unhurried, is what makes him, as has often
been said, a true poet.

(No Other World, Rupa Publications, India, 2008; World Edition, Arc
Publications, UK, 2010)
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dfo vkSj dforkuqokn
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(Duino Elegies)

I am Goya

I am Goya of the bare field, by the enemy’s beak gouged till the craters
of my eyes gape

I am grief
I am the tongue of war, the embers of cities
on the snows of the year 1941
I am hunger
I am the gullet of a woman hanged whose body like a bell tolled over

a blank square
I am Goya
O grapes of wrath! I have hurled westward the ashes of the uninvited

guest! and hammered stars into the unforgetting sky — like nails
I am Goya
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Gouged, 
: I am the tongue

of war, 

Tolled, 
Toll 
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Unforgetting 
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‘Unforgetting’ 
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dkO;kuqokn

(Traduttori traditori)

(Translation is an

impossibility)
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(Imitator) (Inerpreter)

(Re-creator)
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Rubaiyat of Omar Khaiyyam

(Harmony)
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(Allusion) (Association)
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(Allegorical) (Fantasy)

Kubla Khan
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The old pond
A frog jumps in:
Plop!
(Zenin-English Literature and Oriental Classics, p. 207)

MANY a green isle needs must be
In the deep wide sea of Misery,
Or the mariner worn and wan,
Never thus could voyage on
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ge Nk;k rd ugha
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dkO;kuqokn
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For
neither the intelligence, the imagination, nor ear are the true recipients of
the poetic delight.
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Dr. Ravi S. Varma

Translation of Poetry

Translation of a literary work is a difficult art because ideas can be translated
but not the words and their associations. But the translation of such works
is as old as original authorship and has a history as honourable and as
complex as that of any other branch of literature. Translation of poetry is
all the more elusive because a poem is an amalgamation of ideas, feelings,
colour, expression and style. To Victor Hugo a translation in verse seems
something absurd and impossible. Heine condemns it is straw plaiting
sunbeams. But we must remember all translation is a compromise — the
effort to be literal and an effort to be idiometic. It is a kind of illusion and
that translation is the best in which the illusion is most complete and the
idiom least suggestive of translation. The prime merit of a translation is
faithfulness which is achieved by the wedding of words and thought. It need
not be literal and exact but must attempt at capturing the spirit of the original.
In the words of Tytler a good translation is one in which the merit of the
original work is so completely transfused into another language, as distinctly
apprehended and as strongly felt by a native of the country to which that
language belongs, as it is by those who speak the language of the original
work.
The Principles :

The principles of translation are heterogenous and no universally ac-
cepted principles exist because the persons competent and capable of for-
mulating them have not seen eye to eye in this matter. However, Tytler’s
‘An Essay on the Principles of Translation’ is the first work which system-
atically discusses the principles of translation of poetry. He enunciates the
following three principles:
(i) The translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas of the

original work;

Reader and head, Department of Humanities, M.R. Engineerig Collego, Jaipur-302017
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(ii) The style and manner of writing should be of the same character with
that of the original; and

(iii) The translation should have all the ease of original composition.
To be able to give a complete transcript of the ideas of the original

work, the translator must have an equal command of the two languages,
better if he is more proficient in the target language. A word in one language
seldom has a precise equivalent in another one, therefore, the translator
should endeavour to enter the spirit of the original rather than render word
for word. In that case the result will be uncouth. He should also refrain from
altering anything or changing for then he will be departing from the function
of a translator. Ben Johnson’s translation of Ovid’s metamorphoses and
Fanshaw's translation of Pastor Fido meticulously follow this principle. They
read like the original. Praising the latter, Sir John Denham says:

They but preserve the ashes, thou the flame
True to his sense, but truer to his fame.

The second principle stresses the need for absorbing the style of the
original because forgoing the style for the sake of exact rendering of the
idea of the original is not acceptable to many. In poetry words, meter and
style contribute to the perfection of the poetic emotion and it is difficult to
render them in another language. It is why Dr. Johnson says that poetry
can not be translated. Voltaire also holds the same view and asks, ‘Can
you translate music?’ But poetry has been translated because those who
cannot approach the original feel amply rewarded with a near substitute.
The translator should carefully reconstruct the spirit of poetry in another
language. He can take some liberty in conveying the sense but need not
paraphrase it in prose because a prose translation of poetry is most absurd.
It is better if the translator himself is a poet in his own language and endeavours
not only to say what his poet has said, but to say it as he has, said it.
Matthew Arnold has rightly said that the style is the expression of the nobility
of the poet’s character, as the matter is the expression of the richness of
his mind. The translator, therefore, should aim to retain every peculiarity of
the original, so far as he is able, with the greater care the more foreign it
may happen to be so that it may never be forgotten that he is imitating
and imitating in a different material, The translator’s first duty is a historical
one to be faithful. The translator should produce more or less the same effect
and give the same delight which the reading of the work in original language
would afford any reader familiar with the foreign language. And this peculiar
effect of a poet resides in his manner and movement and not in his words
taken separately. The translator, therefore, is expected to express the poetic
transfusion of a poetic spirit and the ideas and images of the original from
one language to another in a form perfectly adapted to the new social and
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cultural contexts. The translation should correspond with the original in the
strength of rhythmic structure, in force of expression, in musical modulation,
and in mastery of language — the external character of the verse — as
well as the rare interior qualities of imagination and of spiritual discernment.

Tytler’s third principle says that the translation should have all the ease
of original composition. It is a very difficult task, considering the constraints
under which a translator has to work. He is not allowed to copy the touches
of the original, yet is required by touches of his own, to produce a perfect
resemblance. It is much like dancing on ropes with fattered legs. To ac-
complish this difficult task of fidelity with ease, he must adopt the very soul
of his author which must speak through his own organs.

Emphasising the same point, Matthew Arnold advises the translator
to establish a union with his original; and this union takes place when the
mist that stands between the translator and the alien modes of thinking,
speaking and feeling gives place to a pure transparency. If a translator fails
to do this he is likely to present the original through a distorting medium
or exhibit him in a garb that is unsuitable to his character. For the sake
of maintaining ease and facility of the original Fitzgerald suggests that the
translator must recast the original into his own likeness. The live dog is
better then the dead lion.
The Problems :

AIl translation presents problems which the translator has to resolve
satisfactorily if he wishes to pass muster; but the translation of poetry where
the content and the form are inextricably blended is a veritable challenges
which calls forth an exceptional calibre and talent.

Poetry arouses emotions and enjoys a place of prestige among the
literary genres, so more creative genius is expected of a translator. The prob-
lems it present are multi-dimensional and multi-layered. They involve contact
of two languages, the poetic sensibility of the translator, poetic excellence
of the original and its creative transference. In this process the translator,
unconsciously projects his own personality in the translated work. In a way
he pours his own wine into the original wares. The translation reflects his
genius, craft and personality. This can be seen in the three translations of
Homer by Dryden. Pope and Cowper. ‘Rubaiyats of Omar Khayyam’ have
been rendered into Hindi by Keshav Prasad Pathak, Maithilisharan Gupta,
Bachchan and Sumitranandan Pant but they widely differ in the choice of
diction and the texture of the poem. Compare the following English and Hindi
translations of one Basho’s Japanese Hai-Ku:

(i) The ancient pond
A frog jumps in
The sound of the water                       (Donald Cone)
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(ii) There is the old pond
Lo, into it jumps a frog
Hark, water’s music                              (I. J. Dryn)

(iii) The old pond
A frog jumps in
The sound of the water                               (Blyth)

(iv) Breaking the silence
of an ancient pond
A frog jumps into water
A deep resonance                         (Nobrayuki yuase)

(It deviates too much from the original and is tantamount to its para-
phrase.)

(a)

—Agyeya
(Later on he replaced the third line by  but the earlier version

remains more effective)
(b)

—Aditya Pratap Singh
(c)

—Dr. Bharat Singh Upadhyaya
(d)

—Satya Bhushan Verma

We cannot approach poetry objectively, the subjective eIement is bound
to come and this affects the quality of the translation. As a connoisseur
the translator decodes and interprets a poem, absorbs its message and
then codifies it in his own language, in his own manner. Shelley feels that
the original poem just supplies the seed (or the central idea) to the translator
who invests it with a stem, branches, foliage and fruit from out of his own
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creative imagination. Dryden calls it imitation. Here the translation becomes
a recreation of the original. And as a creative artist the translator has to
search for appropriate means to faithfully communicate the spirit of the origi-
nal. For this he has to put himself in place of the original poet and vicariously
undergo the same experience. His success depends on the degree of as-
similation he achieves. He must create a poem based on the ideas of the
original.

Poetic language presents another problem because it is marked by
imagery, witticism, conceits, splendour, symbolic nuances, and is often sug-
gestive and allegorical, It is difficult to preserve all these niceties of language
in translation. The translator must have a keen critical insight and must make
a thorough going comparative study of the two languages. To reproduce the
imagery of the original, he carefully selects words which arouse the same
reaction in the reader as the original. Sometimes he translates the imagery
literally and at others expresses it as a simile. He may also convey the
sense in the target language, if the above means do not came in handy.
Jagdish Sarita’s translation of Dr. Sudhesh’s Hindi poem is nearer the origi-
nal and yet preserves all the nuances of the language :

Overnight
The hawks turned doves
And the doves hawks
Overnight
The rules of the game
Underwent matamorphosis.

—Jagdish Sarita
                (Here the phrases have been used very artistically)
Translation, in a related language is far simpler: e.g.

—Ajeet Kumar
has been translated into Punjabi by Bina Gautam as :
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In many Europeon countries and in China this problem has been solved
by the cooperation of a poet/translator and a linguist. The linguist explains
the literal meaning, structure, rhythm and rhyme of the poem and also supplies
necessary background details. Then the poet makes the translation in his
language.

Figures of speech, rhythm and lyricism also present a problem. How-
ever, some translators have been endowed with such fine sensibility that
they have beautifully copied them in their translations. Ram Chandra Shukla
has translated Arnold’s Light of Asia under the title ‘Buddha Charitra’ and
has used the same figures of speach as the original and yet his translation
reads as an original composition. Mahavir Prasad Dwivedi has used the same
metre in his translation of Sanskrit works. Fitzgerald also has successfully
maintained the rhythm and lyricism of the original using the same meter.
In his Rubaiyat, the first, the second and the third lines rhyme together and
all the four lines of the quatrain have an equal number of syllable. But these
are rather exceptions. Generally the metrical translation makes a force of
the original and a rhymed translation is often ridiculous. Very often the translator
uses blank verse for his translation because here he can follow the structure,
the rhythm and the pauses of the original without slavishly copying its met-
rical structure. In his English translation of Gitanjali, Tagore has used poetic
prose instead of rhymed verse of the original Bengali.

Language is a culture-bound phenomenon. If the two languages have
different cultural backgrounds, the translator has to yet another problem.
A word exists in the cultural and historical perspective of the users and a
whole tradition is associated with it. Culture lends special signification to
words which can be discovered only by extensive reading and critical at-
tention. It is very difficult to find an exact equivalent of a word in another
language which has a different cultural background. Here the translator has
to explain the cultural significance of such a word in a footnote. Religious
customs and ceremonies, poetic fancies mythological allusion, archiltypal
images and philosophical concepts also pose a similar problem. In his English
translation of Anantamurty’s Kannada novel Sanskar, Prof. Ramanujan has
not used this word even once, but has translated it as ‘culture’, ’discipline’,
‘history’ or ‘rite’ depending upon the context.

The translator has to face two more problems. How far is he free to
add something to the original text by way of explanation? Should he initate
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the obscurity or ambiguity of the original to be faithful to it? Regarding the
first problem, Tytler categorically says that if “The super-added idea shall
have the most necessary connection with the original thought and actually
increase its force", the translator can do so. He also permits him to cut
off any idea which is only an accessory and not a principal clause or sen-
tence. Here a translator may exercise his judgement and assume the role
of an original writer. As a rule nothing of real importance be omitted and
the additions must be as insignificant as possible, and should in no way
obstruct the continuity of the poem.

In the following quatrain, Fizgerald has omitted the expression ‘Para-
dise where the glories reside and grape wine is good’; which appears in
Khyyam’s original poem and has added ‘glories of this world’, but this change
does not diminish the value of the translation :

Some for the Glories of this world; and some
Sigh for the Prophet’s Paradies to come
Ah, take the Cash, and let the Credit go
Nor heed the rumble of a distant Drum!

In another rubayat :

But helpless Pieces of the Game he plays
Upon this chequer-board of Nights and Days,
Hither and thither moves, and checks and slays
And one by one back in the closet lays.

He has beautiful used the imagery of a game of chess instead of game
of puppets of the original.

In his translation of D.H. Lawrence’s short poem ‘The Breath of Life’,
Dinkar has added the following lines :

They do not in any way obstruct the flow of the ideas but enhance
the beauty of the Hindi translation.

As for the second problem, Tytler says, ‘To imitate the obscurity or
ambiguity of the original is a fault. When the meaning of an author is doubtful,
and where more than one meaning can be given to the same, passage or
expression, the translator is called upon to exercise his judgement and to
select the meaning which is most consonant to the train of thought in the
whole passage, or to the author’s usual mode of thinking, and of expressing
himself.”

Style of a poet presents another problem in the translation of poetry.
Indifference towards style is considered a lapse on the part of translator.
Pope is guilty of this lapse in his translation of Homer. He has used English
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heroic couplets insted of Homer's haxameters and his language is often
hyperbolic. This prompted Bentely to marks, 'It is a pretty poem, Mr. Pope,
but you must not call it Homer." If the translator deviates from the style
of the original he may not only fail to capture the spirit of the original but
may also render it too vague and obscure to understand. In the hands of
an undiscerning translator the grand style of the original becomes heavy
and formal, the elevated swells into bombast, the lively froths up into the
petulent and the simple degenerates into childish and insipid. Copying the
style of the original and keeping the spirit and sense intact in translation
involves creative activity of the highest calibre supported by long practice.

Psychology play a much greater part in moulding a translator's attitude
and consequently his translation. The translator should override the psy-
chological pressure of the original and should not hesitate to excell him,
if possible. Fitzgerald, who immortalised Omar Khayyam seems to be over-
awed by him when he says, all such lyrics require a better poet then I am,
to set them in English'. National character and peculiarities of a nation's
mental make-up unwittingly influence the work of the translator. Omar
Khayyam was a metaphysician, an astronomer and mathematician and a
moralist held in high esteem. He was an intellectual of high order and a
nationlist who loved his culture and history. But Fitzgerald's translation of
his Rybaiyats paint him as a hedonist and a debauch sunk in his cups.

Lastly, we would like to allude to the problem of translations made from
secondary texts i.e. translations of translations. Most of the Hindi trans-
lations texts of European literature have been made through English. Natu-
rally, this must have aggravated the losses, shifts and distoration which are
so inevitable in translation. But we have no means of verifying how far they
might have deviated from the original unless the translation are made direct
from those languages.

We may point out a misconception from which most people suffer viz.
that a poet can be a good translator of his own works but this is not always
the case. In his English translation of Gitanjali, Tagore has replaced certain
poems of the Bengali edition by the original English once because he finds
them untranslatable.

Dr. Sarojini pritam has translated her own satirical poems from Hindi
into English but feels that in translation the humour change into sneer and
sense and satire both disappear e.g.

Love is blind
Donate eyes
for the benefit of mankind.

Agyeya has also translated some of his poems from Hindi into English.
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Dr. Bina Srivastava has compared his English translation of 
(I saw a Drop) with the original in Hindi and comments that the English

translation faIIs short at the levels of sound, texture, choice of diction and
symbolic nuances. The English equivalents blur the philosophical implica-
tions of the original Hindi poem. I quote below two Hindi translation of the
following quatrain:

For long in her separation I did weep
And emptied out my eyes large and deep
The cozy company I used to keep
Was no more when I woke from sleep.

(a)

(b)

Version (a) is by the poet Suresh Singla himself and version (b) is by
the writer of this paper. I leave up to you to judge the merit of the two versions.
Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed some principles and problems of trans-
lation of poetry. I have also suggested solutions of these problems but we
must remember that it is not the words but their associations, their echoes
that make a poem. The elegance and splendour of the poetic language is
bound to be lost in the process of translation. Denham rightly says that
‘poetry is of so subtle a spirit, that in pouring out of one language into another,
it will all evaporate’. Translation of poetry is indeed a very complex activity
and to penetrate the original to its depths from all points of view is an im-
perative necessity for the translator. He has to absorb not only its content
but also its form, and has to feel and live in all its specific references. He
must also have a flair or inspiration for interpreting it in another language.
The translation is a parallel recreation of the original or a literary resurrection
as Ezra Pound calls it.

But we would like to stress that translation is one of the most significant
channels and forms through which inter-literary process finds expression.
A good translation takes us a very long way and often help great works
to be created.
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dforkvksas dk vuqokn
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rsyqxq dh izkphu dfork dk fganh dkO;kuqokn
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1- rsyqxq ds izkphu izca/k dkO;ksa dk fganh dkO;kuqokn
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2- rsyqxq ds izkphu inksa ,oa xs; eqDrdksa dk fganh dkO;kuqokn
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3- rsyqxq ds izkphu uhfrijd eqDrdksa dk fganh dkO;kuqokn

×       ×       ×       ×

×       ×       ×       ×
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dfork dh Nk;k esa
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dkO;kuqokn % fl)kar ,oa O;ogkj&foe'kZ

divine madness

(Traitor) 

(Translations
are like women – homely when they are faithful and unfaithful when they
are lovely) (upside down of a carpet) 

(Translation of a literary work is as tasteless as a

stewed strawberry) 

 (Ideas

can be translated but not the words and their associations)
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dkO;kuqokn % fdruk nq:g\ fdruk lqxe\

(Poetry is untranslatable)

(Translation is meddling with inspiration) 

(Translation is a sin) 

All translation seems to me simply

an attempt to solve an unsolvable problem.
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(sublime) 

Grace Grace everywhere of my Dear God,
When I tried to perceive through,
Me became That All.
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"Mother, big brother Daau
Teases me a lot
He says that I have been bought,
When did Jasmati given birth to me?
I do not go out to play
Again and again, he says to me
Who is your mother and who is your father?

Big Brother Daau' 

Big Brother' 
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"With every morn their love grew tenderer,
With every eve deeper and tenderer still;
He might not in house, field or garden stir,
But her full shape would all his seeing fill,"

vuqokn %

"Our Sweetest Songs are those
that tell of saddest thought."

Tree

"I went upto an enchanting tree
And whispered into its long-long ears
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Why are you so huge and tall
Since when you have been here."

enchanting' 

'whispered' 

since when you have been here' 
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(

The

Lake Isle of Innisfree' 
 I will arise and go now, and go to Innisfree,
And a small cabin build there, of clay and wattlesmade;
Nine bean rows will I have there, a hive for the honey bee,
And live alone in the bee loud glade.
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The Second Coming'

The Second Coming

Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,

The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;

The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.

Surely some revelation is at hand;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand.

The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi

Troubles my sight: a waste of desert sand;
A shape with lion body and the head of a man,
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A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun,
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it
Wind shadows of the indignant desert birds.
The darkness drops again but now I know

That twenty centuries of stony sleep
Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle,

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?

fganh vuqokn %
gksxk iqu% vorkj
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The Second Coming'

The Second Coming' 

A

shape with a lion body and the head of a man' 

(Spiritus Mundi) 
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Ode

to a Skylark' 

"Hail to thee, blithe spirit!
Bird thou never wert-
That from Heaven or near it
Pourest they full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.
Higher still and higher
From the earth thou springest,
Like a cloud of fire;
The blue deep thou wingest,
And singing still dost soar, and
soaring ever singest."
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Immortality ode' 

"Heaven lies about us in our infancy!
Shades of the prison-house begin to close
Upon the growing boy,"

×        ×        ×        ×

Rhyme and metre are important to the poet and he employs images
and symbols peculiar to traditional Hindi Literature. Much of this is
impossible to capture in modern English. My attempt has been to make
the translations work as poems in themselves, while retaining the meaning
and the essential music of the orginals. To achieve this, in a few places
I have taken liberty to 'transcreate'.
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"What matters is this :
that there be expanse with height
So that a man
is not fixed and dead as a stump
But blends in and belongs with others,
Winning some to his cause,
falling in steps with others.
... ... ... ... ...
My Lord!
Never place Me So Hgh
That I Cannot Embrace
Those Who Are Not My Own."

(transcreation) 
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1- 'kCn fo"k;d vkxzg 
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“More needs she the divine than the physician.”

2- Nan fo"k;d vkxzg 

3- 'kSyh fo"k;d vkxzg 
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×        ×        ×        ×
“At the sound of the tinkling of anklet and bangle, said Rama to

Lakshman, as thoughts, 'gan to mingle, 'I hear sounds that seem' its the
Love-God who comes, with world-conquering cymbals and beating of
drums'”.
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Dr. Lalit Mohan Bahuguna

Poesis Through the Prism of Translation
(An empirical analysis of a poem and its translation)

“The most convincing criterion of the quality of a work is the fact that
it can only be translated with difficulty, for if it passes readily into another
language then it must have no particular essence or at least not one of the
rarest.” (Justice 0' Brien in Nida, 1964, p. 163.)

This comment puts a premium on degree of difficulty in translating a
piece of text presumably a literary piece; untranslatability becomes the
hallmark of the quality of art (literary) and since poem is regarded by litrary
critics as well as linguists the highest form of verbal art, by this token, we
may consider it, most difficult of all literary genres. But all that passes for
poetry can not be regarded as highest form of verbal art. There are poems
that can be translated without difficulty and there are some which are tough
to translate. Sometimes the former are considered good poems and the
latter had ones. The question arises how to measure a good poetry? What
are the features that make a good poetry? Literary critics have different views
about the criteria of high quality poetry. For those who take literature as
reflection of reality would consider portrayal of real life as highest form of
art. Others for whom literature is but a window through which one can peep
into the dark dungeons of mind would reg and untying of Freudian knot of
the author or poet the top quality literature or poem. There are Marxist
aesthetician of the hygone era, for whom depiction of class struggle and
awakening of the proletariat are the chief features of verbal art. Apart from
these, there are scholars who try to explicate the literariness or aesthetic
content from the text itself. For them, it is the novel unfamiliar expression
‘deviated’ from the ‘norm’ that constitutes art. So what is expressed in common
place language is not poem or a literary work. For them a ‘deviated form’
becomes the source of artistic flavour. And poetry for them is ‘organized
violence comitted on ordinary speech’. This approach to study the nature
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of literary art through fallacions, has yet some relevance as it takes up issues
that are directly related with the material which makes a poem, the text
itself. But their excessive emphasis on objectivity and scientificity in analysing
the text of a poem or any other literary genre appears misplaced. Because
all art is subjective and need not be explained in terms of scientificity and
objectivity. Moreover too much effort in defamiliarising common language just
to make it artistic reduces a poet or the literary artist to the position of a
manipulator.

An art form be it a poem, a novel, a drama, a musical composition
or a picture, it is basically a complex symbol, it is a ‘gestalt’ in nature not
atomic. A poem is a unit, a single unit, individual words or expression in
it may be deviated from the norm that produces aesthetic effect (if at all).
The poem as a whole creates a symbol, a ‘semblance of life’. It can be
in a very ordinary common language devoid of any novelty. Novelty of form
may be one of the individual factors that contribute to some extent in general
import of a poem but it is not the factor. By formalist projection poem appears
to be strikingly uncommon existing wonder sometimes because of
unpredictable expressions (collocations).

Another discipline, which comes closer to lingustic study of literature
(styliltics) is Semiotics; while stylistics is confined to the study of literature,
and study of features that separate literary from non-literary, Semiotics deals
with signs, significance and ideas which give rise to other signs, thus it
encompasses the whole gamut of semiosis in which poetry is just one tiny
sphere.

In one respect there is a similarity of approach between Prague School
Linguists (studying literary text) and Semiotists. Both focus their attention
on text leaving everything else out - yet while the former try to bring out
literariness by invoking ‘ungrammaticality’ in a given text (i.e. deviated form)
showing little awareness of the intrinsic nature of art, the later have fullfledged
theory of literary art which resembles with the aesthetic theory of art (literary).
For a Semiotist there is a constant dialectic between ‘text’ and ‘reader’.
A reader tries to get the significance of 'poem’ through ‘indirection’. This
indirection is caused by ‘displacement’ of meaning, a shift from one meaning
to another by the use of figures, metaphors, metonymy and pun etc., also
through ‘distortion’ of meaning by use of contradiction, ambiguity and even
nonsense. ‘Textual apace’ is created by organising linguistic items to produce
a new meaning i.e. symmetry, rhyme etc. But Semiotics does not set any
standard of a good quality poetry nor does aesthetics. Both consider ‘unity’
as characteristic feature of a poem. But Semiotics put forward poetic
significance, achieved through semantic indirection, aesthetics regard
transformation of ordinary language symbols into poetic symbols thus ordinary
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experience transforming into aesthetic experience.
From aesthetic point of view, there is no such thing as “deviant form’

as the source of poesis. For them the first and foremost characteristic of
a poem is ‘poesis’ which is not the product of a ‘deviant form’, but of a
‘poignant’ situation. It is not the music of a language but the situation, which
is a source of poesis. Tagore’s ‘Geetanjali’ is full of music, rhythm and cadence
which compounds the poetic effect of the situation but its translation in simple
English prose did not divest it of its beauty. The theme of these poems have
a universal appeal, it touches the human heart beyond limits of race, geography
and nationality, not because of its word-play, deviated forms or puns. There
are a variety of situation in life, some are crude, some are fine, some are
ludicrous, others sublime, it is poet’s orientation towards life, which prompts
him to choose his theme. He has a choice. Sometimes his personal neurosis
plays a part in selecting a ‘motif’ with this background. Before passing a
verdict on the quality of translation, let us evaluate the original poem first
on the principles of Semiotics and then its aesthetic significance.

In the light of semiotic analysis a heuristic reading of the poem is made.
The first interpretation is purely linguistic bereft of any ‘indirection’. It is a
sort of narration :
(a) The poet or narrator is waiting to become (something). A magician

fascinates everybody. He is showing his tricks. On his palm unusual
things happen. Everybody is spell-bound.

(b) In the second point the narrator is reflecting on the situation. Those
who do not wait for years, on their palms mustard grows. They fill their
human form with divinity through magical charm.

(c) From their mirrors happiness cascades and the narrator stares in their
eyes. His happiness is tossing and turning in imagination, the time
is not changing, the narrator is also waiting (for change).
In the second reading that is ‘hermeneutic', symbols are identified. So

Vs 

to wait symbolises  waiting to achieve something,
suggesting success in life.

magician is a all powerful trickster, who favours his
henchmen, who do not have to wait for many years to
get success in their lives.

the palm of the magician. Miracles take place on his

palm. So  symbolises his command or control over
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the situation. A magician demonstrates his trick on his
palm.

to cast spells over (some one). To fascinate or charm
the onlookers. Nobody can detect his tricks although
it is a well known fact that the magician deceives the
eyes of onlookers.

To happen everything on his palm.
He seems to be the master of all games. He can do
miracles on his palm; he is very powerful. Magician
symbolises the present day godfathers who can make
or mar the futures of many. They can do anything through
their manipulations.

The very word  (hide) is normally used for animals.
In this expression it suggests nothing but utter contempt
for the unwortheis who are the beneficeries of favours
from crafty godfathers. The expression 
suggests extreme contempt for ‘upstarters’ who can not
wait (for success).

magic tricks, symbolises manipulation which go
undetected by ordinary guileless persons.

Cascading of happiness from the eyes of those who attain
success through machinations of the magician. The glow
of happiness in the eyes of those who got easy success
in their lives.

mirror. It reflects the happiness of those who have got
success in life with the favour of the magician.

The original Hindi poem is a complaint by the narrator (or poet) against
those who have achieved success by clever manipulation of their godfathers
(magician) and they got it without merit and perseverance. It is hard to disregard
this interpretation. The poet complains about no change in his fortunes. He
has yet to taste the pleasures of success, which is reflected in the eyes
of those who have been rewarded undeservingly. This is a very common
place experience often expressed and discussed among people in the present
social context. In my reckoning this is too mundane a theme, to weave a
poem around it. It is so matter of fact.
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Finished Text
izrh{kk Talisman

l am

waiting here

to become

a magician

with frentic movements

they cast spells

then great things happen

on a palm,

On a palm

water comes out of a stone

The impossible happens

Those who do not wait

For years

quietly pour divinity

into human skin

with magical incantation

And I behold

in their mirrors

an outpourings of happiness

At this stage

my joys lie restlessly

It is not only time

that is restless to change

I too am waiting.
‘Talisman’ (Ed.) E. Raj Bisaria
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Text analysis of the Finished text
1. I1 am waiting to become a magician.2
2. They3? spells with frentic movements, then great thing. happen on a(2)?

palm.
3. On a(2)? palm water comes out of a stone.
4. The impossible happens.
5. Those3 who do not wait for years, quietly pour divinity into human skin

with magical incantation.
6. And I1 behold in their3 mirrors an outpouring of happiness.
7. At this stage my1 joys lie restlessly in imagination.
8. It is not only time that is restless for change I1 too am waiting.

The translation when arranged in the normal prose order, shows ambiguity
of electric relations. Whom does the word ‘they’ refer to in line no. 2? Similarly
whom does the word ‘a’ refer to in line 2 and 3?

There are only three entities in this text ‘/’1 (the narrator/poet), ‘the
magician”2 and some unknown persons3 who do not have to wait and in
whose human form divinity is poured.

According to the text ‘they’ (line 2) must refer to either ‘1’ or ‘a magician’
(line I).

There are two possibilities either line I is not the part of the text or
‘they’ has a cataphoric tie with ‘those’ (line 5). But then ‘those’ does not
stand for ‘magician’ but for those who do Dot wait quietly.

Interpretation of the poem (Published translated text)

The narrator (or the poet 1) is waiting to become a magician. They
(magicians as a class) cast spell with their frentic movement, and great
things happen such as coming of water on their palm, happenings that are
quite impossible. Those (magician) who do not wait for years quietly pour
divinity into human skin with magical incantation. And in their mirrors, the
poet beholds an outpouring of their happiness. At this stage poet’s (narrator’s)
joys lie restless in imagination. Not only time is restIess for change but
the poet is also waiting for change.

The Engish translation though attempted to be idiomatic is basically
a bad text. By bad text, I mean that it has no proper ‘phoric ties’. In other
words, sentences in the poem do not show proper cohesion. It not clear,
to whom does ‘they’, ‘those’, ‘their’ refer? In the English text there are three
human entities Involved 1st, the poet or narrator, the seond is the magician
and the third unnamed ‘they’. It is quite ambiguous, no terms of semiotic
analysis distortions and ambiguities are the features of a poem and they
add to the literary meaning but this licence is granted only to the original
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author, i.e. the him/herself and not to the translator. In this case it is the
translator and not the poet who has brought uncohesiveness to the poem.
The translator is not entitled even to a benefit of doubt as inept handling
of text in translation can not be excused on the grounds of poetic or literary
licence of using ‘distortion’. 'Distortion’ if at all we take as synonymous with
neologism is the privilege of a poet and not of a translator.

In order to find the difference in meaning between the original and
translation, systematic comparision is necessary.
1. S.L. Text. The narrator (the poet?) is waiting to become…… (something

is implied) not necessarily a magician.
T.L. text. The narrator is waiting to become a magician.

2. S.L. Text. The magician comes who enthralls everybody in a moment
and everything happens on his palm.
T.L. Text. There is no textual connection between ‘a magician’ and ‘then’
besides an besides an additional phrase is appended in the translation
that is 'with frentic movements' which is a source of ambiguity as it
can be a modifier of a ‘a magician’ or a qualifier of ‘they’.

3. S.L. Text. In Hindi text, it is the palm of the magician on which everything
happens.
T.L. Text. In translation, it is a palm, unknown, on which great things
happen, which has no corelation with ‘a magician’.

4. S. L. Text. Mustard grows on the palms of those who do not wait for
years. In the original text there are two palms, one of the magician
and another of those who can not wait for years.
T.L. Text. In English text there is only one palm but whose palm it
is, is not clear because of deictic anomaly in the T.L. text.

5. S.L. Text. Hindi text can be in interpreted in two ways about those
who do not wait :
(a) Those who can not wait for years, fill divinity In human forms

(bodies) by their magical powers.
(b) Those who do not wait for years get divinity thrust into their

 
human

forms by the magical powers of the magician.
(b) interpretation seems more plausible.

T.L. Text. Those who do not wait for years quietly pour divinity into
human skin with magical incantation. The identity of ‘those’ is not clear
from the translated text. Does ‘they’ represent a class of magicians
or someone other than the magician.

6. S.L. Text. In Hindi ‘Mustard does not grow on a palm’, suggests undue
haste. Its English equivalent is ‘Rome was not built in a day.’ A proverb
normally in negative, is hardly used In affermative in common usage
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but poetry being relatively free from the rules of structure, may allow
this usage.
T.L. Text. ‘Water comes out of a stone’ changes the meanings. It does
not suggest hasti, it at the most suggests improbability.This strengthened
by the addition ‘the impossible happens’. The image is changed so
is the sense.

7. S.L. Text The narrator’s eyes stare at the mirror, which reflects the
happiness of those who do not wait for years. And he compares his
happiness with their’s. His happiness is still tossing and turning in
imagination. He resents the time and his fortune as both are static,
without any change.
T.L. Text. The narrator beholds in the mirror outpourings of happiness
and his joy become restless. He is also waiting for a change alongwith
the time.
I have tried to pinpoint the differences in S.L. and T.L. text. S.L. text

is cohesive and makes sense literally and metaphorically. It is one type
of poetry where demarcation between mundane and aesthetic experience
has blurred. The crystallization of subjective experience into pure poetic one,
where personal complaints and grudges cease to exist, is unfortunately
missing. However, the use of metaphor and images, alongwith other formal
features like ‘homologous’ (portional) as in

(a)

(b)

T.L. text lacks in cohesion because of anomalous use of dicey mainly.
There is no question of compensation for the loss of formal features in
translation when discourse of the text is lacking. In the choice of equivalent
in idiom, the highlighted feature is not translated but its general effect is
rendered.  highlights ‘instantly’ while ‘water coming out
of stone’ impossibility.

The following three translations are being given to see what others
perceive in the S.L. text. These are in this order :

(i) Dr. Ganga Prasad Vimal the poet himself.
(ii) Dr. lndu Prakash Pandey, Department of Indology, Goethe

University, Frankfurt, Germany.
(iii) Ms. Elizabeth Ford, an English Diplomate wife and a former

student of Central Hindi Institute. New Delhi.
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1. Dr. Ganga Prasad Vimal’s Version
I keep waiting

to see
something happen

Magician
in a moment

bewilderd us
only things happen
on his palm

Everything
on their palm
in a moment
grows mustard

those who do not wait
long years

they silently
fill heavenly muse

within the skin of man
through the magical incantation

In their mirrors
showers plentifull of joy
my eyes do view that

Whereas my joys are still in imagination
changing sides

whereas the time is not changing
I simply wait

The poet or the narrator keeps on waiting to happen something miraculous.
The following lines have clear mention of a magician endowed with special
powers. The second stanza is devoted to unnamed entities on whose palm
mustard grows. How can they fill heavenly muse within the skin of man ‘with
magical incantation’ is not clear. Are they the part of the magician or because
they can not wait so they became magician is quite unclear. The third stanza
is fairly clear. In my analysis while the identity of those who cannot wait,
is suggested in the S.L. text, in T.L. text it is confused and signals of suggestion
are missing.
2. Dr. Indu Prakash Pandey’s Translation (Germany)

I am
waiting to become a magician
For a moment he
holds us spell bound
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Everything
only happens
on his palm
An(d) as if
mustard grows
on their palms i.e -
Impossible happens
to them
who don’t wait
for years—
quietly they fill
the human skin
with magical tricks
with divinity
An outpouring of joy
behold my eyes
in their mirrors
while my joy
still turns sides
Only the time
is not turning sides—
Well, I, too, am waiting.

Dr. Pandey’s translation has a more cohesive text. There is no ambiguity
about the magician. He uses ‘he’ and ‘his’ for ‘the’ magician. But for ‘them’
who do not wait, his interpretation, that ‘they’ fill the human ‘skin with magical
tricks’ is confusing. Because only the magician has the power to do impossible
things, such as to his rendering shows that they ‘who do not wait’ quietly
fill the human skin with divinity obviously ‘they’ (those who watch the magician
to cast his spell) have not been differentiated with the magician and this
has caused anomalous situation in terms of the logic of the text.
3. Elizabeth Ford (U.K.)

Expectation
I am waiting for
The magician of change
Who fascinates
For a full moment
Who holds
Everything possible
In the palm of his hand
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In those palms of his
Dust may flower
Those who do not spend
Years in waiting
Though mortal
They silently

Fulfill the magic spell
Render it divine

Joy cascades
On their reflections
My eyes are transfixed
My happiness now
Tosses restlessly—
In imagination
But time has not stood, still
And I am still waiting.

It is interesting to note how a poetic text with its satirical note is
transformed into a text which has all the elements of high quality poetry,
though in terms of faithfulness to the original, it is far removed. In the original
poem the magician epitomises all negative qualities like jugglery,
machinatrous’ trickstry and maneuvering but in Elizabeth’s rendering, he
evokes all pleasant associations. She transforms him into a hanbinger of
change, suggesting hope. The original poem is a veiled complaint, bitter
in tone and linged with a sense of frustration. The translation is altogether
a different poem more poetic than the original. A poetic statement is not
a statement of fact and its purpose is not to ‘inform’ but to ‘move’. A text,
which is loosely knit, may distort the meaning, but then, there is no one
meaning which can be called ‘the meaning’. In poetry, a translator not familiar
with the social context may translate an imagery from his or her own life
orientation and own cultural experience. So the best way to avoid this or
that sort of interpretation of symbols, is to translate as close as possible
to the original S.L. Text. Images should be translated literally. Idioms, if
equivalents are available may be translated in idiom’s, otherwise sense
translation in non-metaphorical language will suffice. To support my thesis
I am proposing literal translations of the poem.

Literal
I wait
to be....

(A) magician
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spell bounds (everybody)
in a moment
everything happens
just on his palms.
Those who do not wait
quietly for years
mustard does grow on their palms
and they
by some magical charm
get divinity filled
into their human form
joys rain from their mirrors
(and) my eyes stare at them
my joys are still in imagination
Time is not changing
I am still waiting
I wait
to become

(A) magician
in a moment
spell bounds...
everything occurs on his palm.

2. Those, who do not wait quietly
do build Rome in a day
(by the help of the magician)
(Who) thrusts divinity into (their) human form

         by his magical incantation.

3. Joy rains from their mirrors
my eyes stare at them,
my joys Iie restless in imagination,
it is the time that is not changing
but I am still waiting.
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(2)

(3)
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Lalit Kumar

Kavita Kosh : The Internet as
a Poetry Archive

Incidently I am writing this piece on the sixth anniversary of
commencing the Kavita Kosh project ( www.kavitakosh.org ). Exactly six
years ago, on a hot and humid day in July 2006 in New Delhi, I made the
project public and sought help from people for developing it.

Today, six years later, Kavita Kosh has become on of the the largest
online libraries for Indian poetry. Not only is it the largest collection but also
the most well organized. At present we have more than 53,000 pages in
our collection. These include nearly 50,000 poems by more than 2,000
poets. We have also listed over 1000 poetry titles. The popularity of the
Kavita Kosh project is clearly evident just by checking the visitor statistics.
Close to 2 million pages of Kavita Kosh are viewed by around 125,000 visitors
every month.

In more than one way, Kavita Kosh has proved to be a very important
project for online promotion of Hindi usage and Indian language poetry. It
has come a long way not only in archiving Indian poetry but also as an
ideal example of voluntary team work. I began this project at a time when
Hindi had just started to take off on the net. Most Internet users were still
struggling with technical issues related to Hindi fonts. While typing in Hindi
was a big problem, inability to read typed material on a computer was also
a major concern. There were only a handful of people who were comfortable
typing in Hindi on the computer. These people were virtually the pioneers
of many online Hindi projects that we see today on our browsers. And since
these people were busy giving shape to their own projects – Kavita Kosh
did not have many helping hands.

In the last six years, Kavita Kosh has developed without the investing
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a single penny. Obviously it was not easy to bring this about. Getting people
to work on a voluntary basis was itself a major task. Then there was the
the issue of computer-literacy in Hindi. From time to time there would also
be huge ego clashes and conflict of interest among the volunteers and so
on. And although I had assumed the central role in carrying out this project,
I was constantly working with an ever-changing team. I was lucky to have
steadily built up a dedicated team. And I am satisfied that it all bore fruit
in the end. No pain, no gain!

The font related issues were sorted out by the arrival of Unicode
standard – and slowly, things became much smoother on the technical side.
But soon we realized the importance of archiving translated poetry at the
site. We then started collecting poetry that had been translated from Indian
and foreign languages into Hindi. I had noticed were other resources for Hindi
poetry on the Internet, albeit not as exhaustive as Kavita Kosh, but there
was no good online resource for translated poetry. A few people had posted
translated poetry on their blogs – but it was too little.

I saw a clear need for creating a space for translated poetry on the
Internet. We started two sections at Kavita Kosh. One, for collecting poems
translated from Indian languages into Hindi, and another for Hindi
translations of foreign language poetry. Today, we have Hindi poems
translated from almost every Indian language and all major languages from
across the world. The work on these sections is an ongoing commitment.

Kavita Kosh has set up a procedure to decide the poets whose works
should be included in the website. A person interested in getting his/her
poems listed in Kavita Kosh has to make an application. The application
is basically in the form of an email to the Kavita Kosh id. Email must contain
information about the poet, as well as (at least) ten original poems. The
email also has to clearly state that the applicant is the legal copyright holder
of the poems and has no objection on their inclusion in Kavita Kosh. The
Kavita Kosh Team goes through applicant’s poems and makes a decision
whether or not to include the poems on the website. We do not have enough
manpower to apply filters at the level of submission of poems. That is to
say, it is not possible for us to read all 50,000 poems and decide which
ones are good enough to be kept in Kavita Kosh. So, we take a decision
based on the popularity of the poet and then they are free to include any
number of their poems on the webpage.

This decision making becomes a little more complicated when we try
to moderate the translated poetry sections. Naturally the Kavita Kosh team
is more conversant in Hindi and it is easier to choose which poets to include
in Hindi. But since we do not speak all the languages represented via
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translation, we have to rely on the quality of Hindi version. For example,
I don't speak Kashmiri, and hence I find it very difficult to decide whether
a Hindi translation of a Kashmiri poem is good or not. Since my decision
to include the poem is solely based on my assessment of the Hindi version
– I may or may not be the best judge of whether the translation represents
what the original poet wanted to convey.

Given a choice, I prefer to post direct translations into Hindi on Kavita
Kosh. But for foreign languages like Japanese, Spanish, Chinese and
Russian we tend to receive Hindi translations of English versions of the
poems. These indirect translations are bound to be farther away from the
original poem and it is not always possible to trace the exact connotations
of words in every language. The more the number of bridge-languages
involved, the more the chances of erosion in original meaning. Translation
sometimes entails a compromise and I believe a good translator is one who
makes informed and calculated compromises.

The translated poetry sections of Kavita Kosh have now archived almost
500 poets from about 40 Indian and world languages. Kavita Kosh has
certainly become one of the the largest repositories of poetry translated into
Hindi. However, maintaining and developing such a massive literary archive
is a huge task and requires funds. I have recently established a non-profit
organisation in the form of a trust. This organisation is called Lalitya
International Center for Arts and Culture ( www.lalitya.in ) and its primary
objective is to raise funds for the development of Kavita Kosh. This is not
easy. And I sometimes feel disheartened when these funds are not
forthcoming from government agencies that have the wherewithal to support
such a project.

Working and developing such a modern day literary repository is
important because such an archive will pass on to future generations.
Nurturing language, literature and culture is important for any society – but
it is equally important to ensure the continuance of this treasure into the
future. Kavita Kosh is representative of electronic era, it demonstrates what
wonders technology can do when it is applied to conserving literature. The
ability to search, categorize, make sets, intersections of sets, unions of
sets, etc. makes computer technology ideally suited for carrying out
research work in literature. The task becomes much easier than it has
traditionally been.

Making translated literature available online also helps in connecting
cultures. On Kavita Kosh for instance, one can savour the translation of a
Japanese poetry collection and in the next instant access Belgian poems.
It gives us an opportunity to understand different cultures through the prism
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of language and literature.
In the end, I would also like to share that I am now working on a similar

encyclopedia for Indian prose. Gadya Kosh (www.gadyakosh.org) is a sister
website of Kavita Kosh. It will be a great resource for stories, short stories,
novels, essays, plays, articles etc. from Hindi and other Indian languages.
Seeing how popular the translated poetry sections were in Kavita Kosh, I
have already included translated sections in Gadya Kosh. I am happy to
report that we already have over 2000 stories in Gadya Kosh.



Links

1. www.kavitakosh_org
2. www.lalitya.in
3. india.lalit@gmail.com
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The significance of poetry translation workshops

Eurig Salisbury

Recordings From Arcadia

From a muted room in Aberystwyth my mind reaches back a full month
to the exuberant clamour of poets in a sun-dappled library in Eifionydd. In
front of me sits a heavy black recorder, a silver cable and a computer screen
which displays the letters MZ000005.MP3. The recorder’s elusive power cable,
along with the seven poets who gathered at Ty Newydd National Writers’
Centre towards the end of June, has left Eifionydd to follow its own road.
The poets whose voices now overlap and intermingle in my ears have turned
homewards, some by car to Tal-y-bont, Pen-y-groes and Llandysul, others
by planes and trains to Shillong, Kerala and Bombay. It is rumoured that
the power cable has made its way to England, therefore I have been left
to plunder at least four clocks for their batteries so that the recordings can
be uploaded. Time will simply have to stand still for a while as I return to
the idyllic echoes of a summer afternoon devoted to the translation of poetry.1

*
Sampurna Chattarji is speaking. The purity and clarity of her

pronounciation is mesmerising and her thoughts ripple rapidly from sentence
to sentence, punctuated occasionally by outbursts of infectious laughter.
Sampurna is a Bengali who writes poetry in English. Her poem ‘Mirage’ sits
in my lap.

… Even ugly little weasels have lives.
Weasels, rats, skunks. What a rat, he left her.
The English language, using animals viciously,
vicious animal-humans.
Humanimal Tales, a book I used to love,
with talking cows and crows, not unkind,
yet.The wise monkey king,
the stupid crocodile – Jatakas on the cave walls
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of all our remembered childhoods.
We lent them our best traits
and expected them to teach us something
in return …

Animals seem to fulfil an educational role in Sampurna’s cultural context
that sits ill at ease with their role in language.

Teach us patience, oh animal-wise, teach us courage.
Teach us the weight of a stone
as it sinks to the bottom of a water-jar.
Teach us the tug of a bird catcher’s net,
the nibble of mice teeth at the edge of our dreaming sleep.
Parables of want, parables of wanting.

But out from the happy cave, the lair, the jungle haunt –
straight into the taunts of the schoolbook.
Donkey. Monkey. Eats like a pig. Sweats like a horse.
Dogbreath. Birdbrain. Snake in the grass. Ass.
Teach us kindness, oh animal-wise,
teach us love. Ruts like a bull. She? Oh she’s a bitch …

The poem has caught Menna Elfyn’s eye.

Menna Elfyn: I started to translate it and then realised that we don’t
have all these animals in Welsh! But I love the poem, so I turned some
of them into animals from the Mabinogi …

I hear the rumble of approving voices from both the Welsh and Indian
contingents.There is no discernible objection to the process of repossessing
a poem in another language through this robust form of translation, and stricter,
more literal approaches seem to have already been left at the door.

… Mae gan hyd yn oed deulu’r wenci hyll ei einioes.
Y fronwen, llygod mawr a sgyncs. Am fwlsyn, fe ‘dawes e hi.
Yr iaith Gymraeg yn camddefnyddio anifeiliaid,
y bod dynol anifeilaidd, ffiaidd, chwedlau dynol.
Mulod y Mabinogi, o! fel y carwn hwy,
ceirw’n siarad â’r dylluan a’r ddrudwy ffeind,
ac eto’r Twrch Trwyth ar ffo,
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a’r morfil, lluniau holl ddreigiau coch fy mhlentyndod.
Rhoesom ein teithi meddwl iddynt
a disgwyl dysgu o’u ffyrdd …

The relevance of the great boar of Arthurian legend, ‘y Twrch Trwyth’,
is explained, along with the Mabinogion’s ‘ceirw’n siarad â’r dylluan’ (deer
talking with the owl) and ‘drudwy ffeind’ (kindly starling). Nonetheless, Menna
notes that she is not fully at ease either with the fact that she had to ‘make
tricks with different animals,’ or the use of ‘yr iaith Gymraeg’.

ME: I’ve said that the Welsh language use, misuses, abuses the animals,
but I wonder whether I should put ‘languages’ to make it more universal,
because it seems very specific to English in the original.

Sampurna disagrees, as she would also refer idiomatically to animals
in a derogatory way in Bengali. Menna notes that the same is true in Welsh,
as animals do not generally fare too well in the violent tales of the Mabinogi.
Her ‘y dylluan’ (the owl) for Sampurna’s ‘crows’ refers to Blodeuwedd’s
punishment at the end of the Fourth Branch of the Mabinogi. A similar reference
to violence towards women is made in Branwen’s ‘drudwy’ (starling), an indirect
translation of Sampurna’s reference to the unusually kind nature of birds
with black plumage. Yet, it is interesting that Menna does not refer conversely
to Efnisien disfiguring Matholwch’s horses at the beginning of the Second
Branch, or to the gruesome fate of foals at the hands of Annwfn’s monsters
in the First Branch. Three options gradually emerge in conjunction with
suggestions made by other poets: ‘yr iaith Gymraeg’ (the Welsh language),
‘yr iaith Saesneg’ (the English language) or simply ‘iaith’ (language). The
point is made that all languages can be equally vicious in their use of animals.
Sampurna concedes that the poem in translation has already travelled far
from her original starting point, and that ‘if you want to make it fit the Welsh
language you’ll have to decide whether it is fair to say that it uses animals
in this way.’ Only when she expands upon her cultural relationship with animals
does it emerge that for her, ‘the English language’ simply represents language
in its widest universal sense.

SC: There’s a cultural difference here, because when growing up the
native tales actually use animals as models of human behaviour. So a lot
of the time they’re used as stereotypes – for example, the wise monkey
king is a very old, wise being. In English it would be a very bad thing to
say that you were behaving like a monkey, yet in Indian culture a monkey
is a revered creature. So there is a cultural disconnect, which is essential
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to this poem. I grew up with this love of animals and the way they would
teach us things about living – because the tales do that, they teach us how
to live, how to think – but then I thought about the English language, and
how we use animals in daily speech. So there’s a slight divide between
the language of the poem and the place of my childhood, which is almost
pre-language and which had a much friendlier attitude towards animals.
Somehow, if that rift comes through in the translation, it would be more
essential than naming the language, because it’s about the rift between your
primitive state and also your human state…

Voices mingle, words intermix and Menna pens a considered
amendment. Yet the act of pinpointing meaning does little but open a door
upon an even wider gallery of words, and more readings abound as the
discussion moves on to other poems. Birdsong sways in from the garden
through an open window.

*
Satchidanandan is speaking. His voice weaves over vowels and under

consonants like gurgling water between stones in a mountain stream. The
legendary poet from Kerala in south-west India is reading his poem ‘Stammer’,
which he has translated into English from Malayalam :

Stammer is no handicap.
It is a mode of speech.

Stammer is the silence that falls
between the word and its meaning,
just as lameness is the
silence that falls between
the word and the deed.

Did stammer precede language
or succeed it?
Is it only a dialect or
a language itself?
These questions make
the linguists stammer.

Each time we stammer
we are offering a sacrifice
to the God of meanings.

When a whole people stammer
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stammer becomes their mother-tongue:
+just as it is with us now …

ME: I’ve translated ‘Stammer’, says Menna, because I also have a poem
about a malediction, a speech impediment.2 When I was young I couldn’t
say my ‘r’s. In English it doesn’t matter, but in Welsh… As I was a culprit
of that impediment, ‘Stammer’ speaks to me. In Welsh it’s ‘atal-dweud’, so
I play on the word ‘at-’, ‘atal’, a bit more, perhaps, than the English
does …

… Atal dweud yw’r distawrwydd a ddisgyn
rhwng gair ac ystyr,
fel y bydd cloffni’n ffordd
o ddisgyn yn ddistaw
rhwng gweithred a gair.

Ai rhagflaenydd iaith ydoedd,
neu ei ddisgynnydd efallai?
Ai tafodiaith
neu iaith arall yw?
Cwestiynau fel hyn sy’n cecian
yng ngheg ieithydd.

Bob tro y bydd herc ar leferydd,
cynnig offrwm a wnawn
i Dduw’r holl ystyron.

Pan fydd gwerin gyfan yn floesg,
daw’r dweud yn famiaith:
fel ag y mae inni’r awron …

Karen Owen, a poet from Pen-y-groes in Gwynedd, notes that the letter
‘t’ poses a significant problem for those who suffer from stammer, therefore
the ‘atal dweud’, with its staccato first syllable and irregular stress pattern
(as most Welsh words are stressed on the penultimate syllable), seems
to serve a wider purpose than the fluid sounding ‘stammer’. Some would
also find Karen’s name difficult to pronounce, as ‘k’ can be a similar stumbling-
block.This manifests itself in Menna’s ‘cecian’ (to stammer), and I’m reminded
of Dafydd ap Gwilym’s retort to Gruffudd Gryg in their infamous ‘ymryson’:

Cuc cuc yn yfed sucan,
Ci brwysg yn llyncu cyw brân.
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A glug glug noise like someone drinking gruel,
or a drunken dog swallowing a crow chick.3

As Gruffudd Gryg’s epithet suggests, the poet from Anglesey suffered
from a stutter and his voice was therefore ‘cryg’ (hoarse). Dafydd, whose
Ceredigion accent would have accentuated the tonal difference between himself
and his fellow-poet from the north, uses the onomatopoeic word ‘cuc’ to
represent the sound of drinking, but also to echo the guttural sounds emitted
by someone who suffers from a stammer. In the overwhelmingly oral culture
of the fourteenth century Gruffudd’s vocal discord would have been at great
odds with the essence of his poetic medium, namely ‘cynghanedd’ (harmony),
yet his vigorous reply to his tormenter is that his stammer vanishes as soon
as he begins to perform his poetry in front of an audience. Indeed, there
is even a suggestion that Gruffudd considered his stammer to be a virtue
of sorts, an ‘angerdd’ (talent),4 which sits well with Satchi’s reimagining of
stammer as a ‘mode of speech’.

As Satchi reads his original poem in Malayalam an onomatopoeic
element is evident in his native word for ‘stammer’, which clings to his throat
initially and then erupts in a premature ‘c’ sound, yet this element seems
to be almost completely absent from his English translation. ‘Stammer’ rolled
effortlessly off his tongue – indeed, I detected pleasure in his voice as he
repeated the word over and over, eight times in all, each time further
accentuating the open ‘-a-’ as it landed softly on the murmuring ‘-m-’. It is
a world away from ‘cuc cuc’ and ‘cecian’, yet Menna’s translation seems
to have complemented the Malayalam original without knowing it. The English
translation’s almost over-dependence on the word ‘stammer’ is also checked
in the Welsh version, as Menna refrains from using ‘atal dweud’ and instead
chooses ‘cecian’ (to stammer), ‘herc ar leferydd’ (vocal limp) and ‘bloesg’
(faltering) as a way around the discord it creates. Just as stammer
accentuates language and draws attention to its complexities, Menna’s
paraphrasing of the word acknowledges the sufferer’s efforts to circumnavigate
consonants and syllables in search of meaning. It also cunningly exemplifies
Satchi’s closing statement on the multifariousness of language:

God too must have stammered
when He created man.
That is why each of man’s words
carries several meanings.
That is why everything he utters,
from his prayers to his commands,
stammers
like poetry.

*
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Fragments of other discussions remain, scraps of half-formed ideas
and queries which trail off into a throng of voices and intermittent laughter.
My computer in Aberystwyth houses my own translations of Indian poems
to which I will return again over the following months, honing lines and testing
words as discussions continue via email.Yet the residency at Ty Newydd
demonstrates the continuing importance of direct debate and discussion
centred solely on the intricate processes of translating. The free wheeling
openness of face-to-face group conversation leads poems down unexpected
bye-ways which are often out of bounds in the unavoidably staccato forum
of email discussion. Furthermore the vocal aspect is invaluable as a way
of grounding interpretations of a poet’s words in his or her own unique sound,
for even words which appear familiar on paper almost always turn out to
be complete strangers when spoken by an unfamiliar tongue.The universality
of English is therefore countered and occasionally re-defined as a bridging
tool which paradoxically accentuates plurality of meaning. In the constant
tumult of everyday life which little acknowledges the importance of reassessing
words in all their meanings, such rare opportunities to counter uniformity
of mind are to be treasured.

(Reprinted with permission from Poetry Wales:
www.poetrywales.co.uk)



Notes
1. The residency at Ty Newydd was part of the India-Wales Writers’ Chain 2010–

12 project and was funded by the British Council, Celfyddydau Rhyngwladol Cymru/
Wales Arts International, Llywodraeth Cymru/the Welsh Goverment, Cyfnewidfa Lên
Cymru/Wales Literature Exchange, Llenyddiaeth ar Draws Ffiniau/Literature Across
Frontiers, Ty Newydd and Hay Festivals. Welsh poets Menna Elfyn, Karen Owen,
Hywel Griffiths and I translated the work of three Indian poets, Sampurna Chattarji
(from the original English), Robin Ngangom (from English translations of poems in
Manipuri) and K. Satchidanandan (from English translations of poems in Malayalam).
Welsh poetry was also translated by the Indian poets into Bengali, Manipuri and
Malayalam respectively, by way of English translations. I would like to thank
Sampurna, Satchi and Menna for permission to publish translations of their work,
and also to Sioned Puw Rowlands and Nia Davies from Cyfnewidfa Lên Cymru/
Wales Literature Exchange, and Alexandra Büchler from Llenyddiaeth ar Draws
Ffiniau/Literature Across Frontiers, for facilitating the residency.

2. See ‘Nam Lleferydd’ in Merch Perygl, ed. Elin ap Hywel (Gwasg Gomer, 2011), pp.
194–5; translated as ‘Malediction’ by Nigel Jenkins in Cusan Dyn Dall: Blind Man’s
Kiss, Menna Elfyn (Bloodaxe Books Ltd., 2001), pp. 58–61 (see also Perfect
Blemish: Perffaith Nam, Menna Elfyn (Bloodaxe Books Ltd., 2007), pp. 129–30).

3. See dafyddapgwilym.net, poem 30, lines 41–2.
4. See ibid. poem 25, lines 25–8.
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A  Translator's Journey

Sampurna Chattarji

Homecomings

In ‘One or Two Things about Home’, a long poem I wrote some years
ago, there is this line — “Which journey ends the way you imagine?” I was
writing about the Hungarian Csoma de Körös who set out with the intention
of discovering who the Hungarians originally were and instead ended up in
Tibet, authored the first Tibetan-English dictionary and gave the world a
codified Tibetan grammar. The figure of Korös intrigued and haunted me,
perhaps more so because he died in Darjeeling, the place I grew up. In the
poem — a meditation on what home might mean — the figure of Korös
was not only metaphoric but very real. Thinking about my own journey through
the terrain of translation brings Korös back to me, reminds me of the power
of the unplanned, the fruitfulness of the detour.

I had never intended to be a translator. In 1999 I quit advertising to
write fiction and poetry, full-time. That was all and that was enough. One
afternoon in 2002, I was seized by the desire to translate a few poems by
Sukumar Ray, simply as a challenge to see if I could bring into English
(the language that I write in) the energy and joy of the poems I’d loved from
childhood. Always an anglicized child (much to the despair of my parents),
Abol Tabol was the one Bengali text that I loved without reservation. These
poems were part of everyday conversation. “Huko-mukho hangla, bari tar
Bangla”, “Tyash-goru goru noy, asholete pakhi shey”, “Gondho shuke morte
hobe, ey abar ki ahlad!”, “I don’t care kana-kori, janish ami sandow kori?”
— were lines we said to each other, sometimes apropos of nothing, simply
because they felt right, because they made us happy, connected us like
a private jargon, a familial thing. As a little girl, long before I could read,
I had heard my elder brother — recorded on spool by my father on his trusty
Grundig — reciting ‘Shoth Patro’ in his sweetly-solemn seven-year-old voice.
Sitting down to translate a few of these old favourites didn’t feel like a serious
enterprise, just fun, a pleasant diversion, a familial thing. The serendipity
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with which the poems ended up in the hands of the then-Puffin editor at
Penguin is a story that shall be told another time. For now, suffice it to
say that when she asked me if I would consider doing a book, I said —
without pausing to consider — “Yes.”

In hindsight, it was a moment of breathtaking hubris, to believe that
I had it in me to translate one of Bengal’s best-loved, most-gifted writers.
I was, in that moment, the “happy fool” of Ray’s title poem ‘Abol Tabol’ —
“Come happy fool whimsical cool/ come dreaming dancing fancy-free.” I
wouldn’t have had it any other way. It was an absolute lack of fear and an
equally absolute love for the text that made my first experience of translation
so rewarding. I enjoyed bringing the bounce, the wise-crackery, the
tomfoolery, the endlessly inventive wordplay, the sounds, the satire, the
impeccable rhymes, the limberness of Sukumar Ray’s Bengali poetry and
prose into English. At times I despaired over the limitations, the formality,
the closed fist of English. And then I rejoiced when I felt I had broken through
those limitations with solutions that created the effect that Ray’s originals
had. The effect on the eardrum, on the grey cells, on the funny bone.

Oddly enough — considering how many Bengalis have marvelled at
my courage (my foolhardiness!) in translating their untranslatable inimitable
beloved Ray — I felt certain, surefooted, at ease. The naming of characters
and the transition of puns, these were two potentially tricky areas, which
I solved with a daredevil trust in instinct, matched with a natural penchant
for rhyme that served me well in translating the poems. As I mention in
my Translator’s Note, if the original was a pun on a word within a word I
tried to find an English counterpart that conveyed the same impression rather
than the same meaning. If the Bengali wordplay depended on multiple
meanings, then I attempted to locate an equally versatile English word on
which to spin off. Ditto for uniquely Bengali idioms. I hadn’t yet read Umberto
Eco’s Mouse or Rat: Translation as Negotiation. But already, that’s what
I was doing. I hadn’t read Robert Bly’s Eight Stages of Translation. But
already I was aware that what I wanted was the “living tone”, so that in English
the lines could be spoken with what Bly calls the “fragrance” of someone
living in the present moment. When my translation of Abol Tabol: The
Nonsense World of Sukumar Ray (Penguin/Puffin 2004) moved, in just four
years, to the International Puffin Classics list, re-titled Wordygurdyboom!,
I felt a sense of amazement, accompanied by gratification. This was where
Ray had always belonged. I was happy to have played the unwitting medium
in that crossing.

I wish I could say that my next foray into translating Bengali poetry
was sane, premeditated, planned. Not so. My fascination with Joy Goswami’s
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Surjo-Pora Chhai (Ashes, Burnt by the Sun) began in early 2005. My father
had a copy which I casually browsed through while on holiday in Kolkata,
only to be riveted by the compelling images I found within these short, untitled,
often disturbing poems. I took the book back with me to Mumbai and did
what I had done with Ray, went about translating a few, just to see what
they might sound like in English. The next logical step seemed to be to
share them with the poet, which I did, not really expecting a response. To
my surprise and delight, Joy Goswami wrote back. That was the beginning
of a series of incredible conversations that has led to many more translations,
which will soon be published as a book.

No poetry could have been more radically different from Sukumar Ray’s
than Joy Goswami’s. Surjo-Pora Chhai was a chronology of intensely
imagistic, darkly surreal and elliptically personal episodes. Looking back,
I now realise that for me each poem was a space I had to enter with a
kind of deliberate absorption, as if the only way to transmit some of the
work’s original intensity was to impose it on myself. Joy Goswami’s economy
of phrasing, potency of image, accuracy of emotional and psychological
observation demanded that I summon up a similar tonality, an equal precision.
More often than not, that happened rather swiftly. It was in his playful,
mysteriously comic, allusively mythological poems that I found myself
challenged to do more than be faithful to the original. For all their visual
and aural lightness, the poems in Surjo-Pora Chhai carry the weight of multiple
meanings. Some of those inevitably fell through the net of translation.
Sometimes in Bangla one word would open up an entire universe, culturally.
So the word ‘oshtabokro’, which refers to an ancient sage whose body was
misshapen in eight places, would have to be — unless I wanted to burden
the natural flow of Joy-da’s Bangla with complicated phrases — no more
than ‘deformed’. Sometimes, sound-words had to go. In “Renu ma, tomar
ghorey tokhok dhukechhey/ tok-kho, tok-kho — taar daak”, an attempt at
duplicating the effect in English would only dwindle into farce. Hence I stayed
with “crawling in through a crack”, letting a spot of alliteration create a sound-
pattern which, although a ghost of the original, was better than killing it
altogether.

In one of my favourite examples of the poet at play, Joy Goswami writes,
“Aaj ki nishchit ki bidyut hi horin ei doud/ Ki prantor, ki udey jaowa dhulo
ei haath// Ki moyur ei nrityo”. The phrase “Ki moyur ei nrityo” enchanted and
exasperated me in equal measure. In Bengali, the adjectival use of the noun
‘moyur’ to describe the sheer flamboyance and colour of the dance was
superbly effective. In English, the same attempt sank like a stone. The poem
seemed to flounder at just that one seemingly-impossible phrase. Until finally,
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I discovered in the labyrinths of a thesaurus the wonderful word ‘pavian’,
used to describe a stately 16th century Spanish dance, so named on account
of its resemblance to the movements of a peacock. That was it. The poem
resolved itself, hinged as it were at the very same line that had pushed me
to despair:

Today how certain how sudden how deer-swift this race
How vast, how blown-away-sand this hand

How pavian this dance

How well-deep how closed-room how tongue-out this envy
How inevitably grave-like each hole
And each persistently-pursuing ghoul how suddenly sunk
 
Today how urgent this verse
Which even the devil would not dream of buying

Portmanteau words likewise called for inventive solutions. In the pull-
and-push of choices, ‘Gacherajonmandho’ transmuted into the less-
impressive but functionally felicitous ‘Blindborn trees’, while
“Nokhchonchupaloker dhongsho oboshesh” slid easily into “the wreckage
of clawbeakfeather”.

With Joy-da, each poem was a puzzle to me, an enigma, a hieroglyph
that translation alone would unlock. When I translated W.N. [Bill] Herbert’s
poem ‘Hieroglyphic’ into Bangla in the preparatory stages before a translation
workshop in December 2010, what an unexpected, unsettling kinship I found
between Joy-da’s work and Bill’s work. Unsettling only to me, who had
translated Joy-da into English, and was now translating Bill into Bangla,
looking for the word that would be “exact and unmerciful”, that would be
“synonymous/ with truth” [I quote from my poem ‘Translations’]. ‘Hieroglyphic’
was a poem speaking to me about the process that I had thought was personal
and secret, a poem that would take me into the territory that unnerved me
most — the territory of my mother tongue. So, as I puzzled over whether
the line “shey/ pracheen Mishorer chhaya-noksha, chitrolipitey/ shey bojhay
‘dhongsho’” needed the word ‘bojhay’ in order to be faithful to “he is/ old
Egypt’s silhouette, the pictogram/ for ‘kill’” — I was discovering the limits
of my other language, my other self. Only through translation could I hear
myself speaking in Bangla again, only by following the lines put there by
someone else could I find my way back home.
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It was shocking, discovering in January 2009, that I had so much Bangla
inside me. Where had it been all these years? It was my first translation
workshop, in Neemrana, organised by Writers’ Chain, British Council of India,
Wales Arts International, Siyahi and Literature Across Frontiers, and I was
the English poet from India, the counterpart to Matthew Hollis from the UK.
My job was to look at the English translations, edit them, fine-tune them.
But one night, I found myself sitting down with the Irish poet Gearóid Mac
Lochlainn’s poem ‘Barraíocht’ and translating it. As I wrote ‘Ami Oshustho’
in a kind of seamless Benglish patois, finding equivalents with absurd
effortlessness, I felt a kind of delirium. This was not real, this was the result
of too much alcohol (“Aamar glashey beshi beer”), too many conversations,
too much hilarity, affinity, madness. “Too much of a muchness is too much
for me/ My fire is on fire and I’m sick.”

As it happens, it was more than momentary delirium. Since then I have
translated many of Gearóid’s poems into Bangla, running them past Joy-
da for his expert opinion and advice, hoping to get them published soon.
As the Scottish poet Meg Bateman who was at Neemrana with us said,
it took an Irishman to make a Bengali out of me. It changed me fundamentally,
organically, it disembodied and shook me, it made me feel “like someone
else, like someone else moved in, speaking a lingo that shocks her, all
those words she thought she’d forgotten” [I quote from my poem ‘Five Different
Words for Love’ which I wrote after the workshop]. That thinly-disguised ‘she’
was me and this was the first English poem in which I used Bangla words,
and left them un-translated.

I invoke the past only to explain how I came to be here, in this strange
land. Since then I have taken part in four such workshops, one in Pondicherry
(December 2010), one in Kerala (November 2011) and two in Wales (June
2011 and March 2012). With the exception of the workshop in March 2012,
which was for translating children’s fiction, all the others were poetry
workshops. Before the Pondicherry workshop, when Alexandra Büchler,
director of Literature Across Frontiers, outlined by email her goal for
translations into a host of languages and “perhaps also Bengali, Sampurna’s
language”, there was no “perhaps” in my mind. I knew I would, I knew I
could. It was extraordinary, translating the poetry of the Swiss-German poet
Raphael Urweider, the Welsh poet Zoë Skoulding (who writes in English),
the French poet Roselyne Sibille and the bi-lingual English-Scottish poet
Bill Herbert into Bangla.

In Bill’s ‘Hieroglyphic’ I found myself stumbling over one word — ‘hawk’.
My translation of it was ‘shyenpokkhi’ but to my ear, it didn’t have the sharp,
keen clarity of the word ‘hawk’ in English. When I discussed this with Joy-
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da on New Year’s Day 2011, he had the perfect word for me — ‘baajpakhi’.
Over the telephone, he quoted the opening line of his poem ‘Lohar baajpakhi,
tomakey’ (‘To you, iron hawk’) — “Etey aamar ghoar bhangbe na lohar
baajpakhi” (“This will not break my deep sleep, iron hawk”).

Not only does ‘baaj’ mean hawk or falcon, it also means thunderbolt
or bolt of lightning. The poem Joy-da quoted from is in his 1995 collection
Bojrobidyut-Bhorti Khata (Notebook Full of Thunder and Lightning). The hawk
falling like a bolt of lightning out of the sky as it pounces on its prey, how
perfect for Bill’s poem. Sharp, clean, fatal. I thanked Joy-da, not just for
the word, but for taking me back to a poem in which I could see traces
of Surjo-Pora Chhai. Here were my two worlds coinciding, collaborating, each
illuminating the other. No wonder Bill’s beautiful long poem ‘Santiniketan’
seemed to me like a sign from the universe. A sign telling me that home
comes to you in different ways, no matter how far away you may have gone.
Santiniketan — familiar to me from my grandfather, father and uncle’s deep
associations with the place — gained new life for me via my Bengali translation
of Bill’s English poem.

When translating the poetry of young Welsh poet Eurig Salisbury, I
found another kind of homecoming. My first version of his poem ‘Cynghanedd
Lesson’ — a poem about teaching the intricate and traditional metrical form
of Welsh poetry to school kids — was based on the non-rhymed, non-metrical
English translation and so was non-rhymed and non-metrical in Bangla. But
after hearing Eurig read it, and after seeing the patterns in the poem, I realised
I could translate it into the kind of rhymed verse that my favourite Sukumar
Ray might have written. So while attempting to be faithful to a very foreign
form, I ended up using a very intimate form. It felt right, and, as John Ciardi,
one of the translators of Dante’s Divine Comedy says, “what can any poet
trust more than that feel of the thing?”

I am often asked on panel discussions if translation affects my own
writing. My answer is, how can it not? Sometimes working on a translation
into English gives me a new poem, like the long poem ‘Translations’ that
I dedicated to Joy Goswami while working on Surjo-Pora Chhai. Sometimes,
just the translation isn’t enough, one feels like writing a response in like-
spirit, as happened when translating Raphael Urweider’s poems ‘Self
Experiments’. My feni-poem, a desi-riff on Raphael’s vodka-poem, is both
homage and celebration. Sometimes, a word from a language I am translating
into Bangla gives me a new poem in English. One such word is the Welsh
word ‘hiraeth’ which translates as nostalgia, or a specifically haunting longing.
For me the word is resonant in a way I can hardly explain. And so I have
begun a series of poems in order to inhabit that word, to understand the
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complex cluster of feelings it evokes in me, a Bengali writing in English.
The link I feel between our languages, Irish and Bangla, Welsh and Bangla,
the sound-affinities, the way they feel rich and comforting on the tongue.
The way I can read Welsh and Irish, pronounce them perfectly, not via the
Roman script but by transcribing the sounds as they are spoken into the
Bengali script. At the poetry workshop in Wales, of the seven poets, three
of us —  Karen Owen, Menna Elfyn and I — discovered we each had a
poem on ‘Salt’. Karen’s was a four-line englyn, which I translated twice,
first into free-verse, then into rhyme. Menna’s was a poem-in-progress that
the workshop made her complete. Menna and I had both written poems about
belly-buttons! The young poet Hywel Griffith’s fascination for rivers made me,
back in Mumbai, re-translate two Bengali poems from ‘The Golden Boat’,
a collection of River Poems edited by K. Satchidanandan, who was a vivid
and vital presence at both the Wales and Kerala workshops. These
translations were a gift to myself as much as to Hywel, another way home.

And then life plays another of its wonderful games. When Welsh bard
Twm Morys told me this March how he saved a book on Tibetan grammar
from a band of marauding monkeys when he visited Darjeeling years ago,
I couldn’t believe my ears. Was the book by Csoma de Korös, I asked him,
excitedly. He said he’d show it to me. It was edited by a Thomas Lewin,
a Manual of Tibetan with gilt lettering on its beautiful red cover, but there
in the introduction was Lewin’s acknowledgment of the seminal work done
by Csoma de Korös! And there at the beginning of Exercise 44 was the
question: “Do you understand Bengalee?” Was this a coincidence, any more
than the fact that the one poem of mine that Twm translated into Welsh
was this short poem about Kolkata?

And this will be the hollow tree, the stricken stone to which you speak.
And this the wall on which the blue sickle, the red hammer will break.
This man, his legs useless, will be the summer evening you remember

most.

I don’t think so. As Burroughs wrote “there is no such thing as
coincidence”. Of all the inexplicable magical synchronicities, translation has
been the most inexplicable, the most magical, the most enriching as it brought
me full circle from Bangla to English back to Bangla again.
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vkpk;Z jkepanz 'kqDy% 

tku MªkbMu ¼vuq- vjfoan dqekj½% 

mn;u oktis;h% 

MkW- iwjupan VaMu% 

ds- lfPpnkuanu% 

izks- Ñ".k dqekj xksLokeh% 

viwoZ ukjk;.k% 

fouksn 'kekZ% 

izks- jhrkjkuh ikyhoky% 

v'kksd oktis;h% 

MkW- xaxk izlkn foey% 
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MkW- jfo ,l- oekZ% 

MkW- HkksykukFk frokjh% 

izks- ih- vkns'oj jko% 

v'kksd pØ/kj% 

larks"k [kUuk% 

MkW- uxhu pan lgxy% 

MkW- yfyr eksgu cgqxq.kk% 

izks- frIisLokeh% 

yfyr dqekj% 

;wfjx lSfylcjh% 

laiw.kkZ pVthZ% 


